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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

In this first chapter the major areas of concern to this investi-

gation are set forth. In the first section, some central theoretical and 

practical differences between psychodynamic and social behavioral ap-

proaches to personality are presented. The following sections consider 

Walter Mischel's criticisms of the utility of traditional psychodynamic 

clinical procedures. They review the research relevant to these tra-

ditional procedures. The final section states the issues that will be 

addressed by the hjrpotheses of this work. 

General Theoretical Background 

In Personality and Assessment, Walter Mischel (1968) offers an empi-

rical challenge and a theoretical alternative to traditional trait and 

psychodynamic theories of personality. He has subsequently refined and 

elaborated his position (Mischel, 1969, 1971, 1973a, 1973b, 1973c, 1973d) 

but continues to maintain that his position is strongly incompatible with 

both trait and psychodynamic theory. This dissertation is concerned only 

with his attack upon psychodynamic theory and practice. Mischel's posi-

tion merits this special attention because it is representative of other 

influential social behaviorists as well (e.g., Bandura, 1971, 1974; 

Rosenhan, 1973, 1975; Rotter, 1954; Ullman & Krasner, 1975). 

Mischel (1968) challenges psychodynamic theory on many different 

issues, but the three relevant to this dissertation are the dynamic 

tenets that: 

1. Underlying personality is more or less stable regardless of the 

situâtion. 

2. The major determinants of human behavior exert a broad and 

pervasive influence on an individual's functioning. 

3. All responses from a person ultimately reveal his enduring basic 

problems and personality organization if they are properly interpreted. 
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Together, these three psychodynamic principles imply a "wholistic" 

view of personality. According to a wholistic theory, the major factors 

of an individual's basic personality continually shape and influence his 

functioning (e.g., Sartre, 1953; Shapiro, 1965, 1970), Consequently, 

relatively brief periods of functioning may be expected to contain the 

essential motivational and structural features of his personality func-

tioning. Furthermore, although the context of functioning can be ex-

pected to exert an influence, ideally it is to be subtracted out from 

any assessment of personality itself. The psychodynamic tenets imply an 

underlying consistency in personality which is relatively constant over 

time and circumstance. 

This putative psychodynamic consistency is the rationale for many 

traditional clinical procedures. As Mischel (1968, 1971, 1973b, 1973d) 

has pointed out, projective testing predicates a durable core of person-

ality functioning which can be reliably elicited and inferred from an 

individual's responses to ambiguous stimuli. Even the practice of making 

a psychological assessment of a patient when he is both isolated from the 

social settings in which he usually functions and under presumably novel 

contextual pressures, assumes that there is a consistent core of person-

ality which can be perceived and profitably described. Similarly, the 

practice of individual therapist-patient verbal psychotherapy is based 

(in part) on the view that all that needs to be known about a patient for 

therapy to succeed is available through observing him in that setting and 

listening to his verbal accounts about his functioning on other occasions. 

It is also assumed by such therapies, especially psychoanalytic ones 

(e.g., Deutsch & Murphy, 1955; Freud, 1940/1963; Horney, 1939, 1942; 

Reich, 1933/1949), that the changes in the patient's personality or 

character effected with his therapist will endure and benefit him in 

other areas of functioning as well. 

Mischel and other social behaviorists reject the psychodynamic view 

of personality. Mischel holds that: 

1. There is little or no underlying core to personality function-

ing. There are no generalized predispositional states. Different, 

equally basic, behavioral or attitudinal potentials are evoked by various 

situations (Mischel, 1973d). Only an unwarranted bias towards 
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consistency makes us posit a persistent core to personality. 

2. The major determinants of human behavior are situation-specific 

(Mischel, 1968, chap. 6). Particular behaviors are under the control of 

particular stimuli. Even the alteration of relatively minor features of 

the stimulus environment can dramatically alter behavior and the person-

ality structure such behavior would imply. Thus, altering minor features 

of a stimulus situation which would have strong response consequences 

(e.g., increase the likelihood of being caught cheating) will greatly 

influence the behavior and the personality characteristic likely to be 

attributed (e.g., "honest," "integritous"). 

3. Because behavior is largely a product of particular situational 

factors interacting with particular personality characteristics, behavior 

is important in its own right and rarely, if ever, has deeper signifi-

cance for the personality. 

According to Mischel, in fact, the perceived "personality" is 

largely illusory and in the mind of the beholder. Thus he states 

(1969, p. 1012), 

In my appraisal, the overall evidence from many sources (clinical, 
experimental, developmental, correlational) shows the human mind to 
function like an extraordinarily effective reducing valve that 
creates and maintains the perception of continuity even in the face 
of perpetual observed changes in actual behavior. Often this cog-
nitive construction of continuity, while not arbitrary, is only very 
tenuously related to the phenomena that are constructed. 

Because he emphasizes the specificity of behavior and its dependence on 

environmental supports, Mischel (1969, 1973d) recommends that we learn to 

assess the psychological valences of situations. Furthermore, because 

consistency in personality is largely illusory, the changes effected in 

a given area of a person's functioning should not be expected to gener-

alize or transfer to other areas (1968, pp. 272-279). 

Mischel holds that the utility of traditional psychodynamic assess-

ment with its emphasis on global, pervasive traits and motives is not 

supported by research findings (1968, chap. 5, 1973a, 1973b, 1973d). 

Consequently, he favors an approach which focuses more on "the conditions 

that evoke, support, undermine, or otherwise modify his behavior pat-

terns " (1968, p. 300). It is this last difference about clinical 

assessment procedures that this work principally addresses. 
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It is here that Mischel's (1968, 1973a, 1973b, 1973d) emphasis on 

the utility of one's clinical approach assumes the greatest importance. 

Traditional clinical practice assumes that there is considerable value 

in utilizing global trait or state descriptors to assess personality and 

aid in therapeutic intervention. Furthermore, the more one believes in a 

wholistic model of personality and the keenness of clinical judgment, the 

more one believes that meaningful and helpful data about a patient may 

be extracted from a relatively llmited sample of his functioning. The 

following sections assess the weight of the evidence which is relevant 

to Mischel's attack against psychodynamic clinical assessment. 

The experimental portion of this work attempts to offer an empirical 

demonstration of the usefulness of psychodynamic clinical assessment with 

a method which also offers some support to a wholistic model of person-

ality. Although the central disagreement with Mischel is over the indi-

vidual consistency in personality, this work undertakes a limitad assess-

ment of other features of traditional clinical practice as well. The 

four issues addressed here are: 1) the descriptive reliability and dis-

criminative power of clinical description, 2) the concurrent validity of 

different methods of assessment, 3) the relationship between clinical 

confidence and accuracy, and 4) the comparability of different levels of 

professional training, Each shall be examined in turn. 

Descriptive Reliability and Discriminative Power 

The general form of Mischel's attack against clinical reliability is 

simple. First of all, dynamic therapists cannot profitably agree among 

themselves on descriptions or diagnoses. They are simply unreliable. 

In speaking of the traditional assessment with its esoteric terminology, 

Mischel (1968, p. 121) stated: 

Such statements may provide intriguing reading. No matter how 
fascinatlng personality descriptions may seem, however, they 
have little value when competent judges cannot agree about them. 

His view has remained unchanged by any subsequent evidence (e.g., 1973c). 

Mischel does not think that formal diagnosis is helpful either. As 

part of an argument against the disease model of abnormal behavior, he 

stated: 



It is possible to achieve reasonable agreement among raters for very 
broad categories of deviant behavior ("organic," "psychotic," 
"characterological," e.g., Schmidt & Fonda, 1956), but less gross 
classifications into the usual psychiatric syndroraes generally cannot 
be made reliably. (1968, p. 194) 

Mischel's position is even stronger, however. He admits that often 

personality judges will agree among themselves, but believes that this is 

mostly due to the base rate or to a fixed and shared cognitive set among 

the judges. Thus he writes of typical clinical descriptions, 

Such stereotyped descriptions of highly common conditions can create 
the illusion that something is being said, whereas in actuality they 
do not discriminate between any persons within the given population 
and hence they illuminate nothing unique. (1968, p. 106) 

On the question of formal diagnosis, the body of evidence strongly 

supports Mischel's view. Psychodynamic diagnosticians who favor projec-

tive testing are not supported by the literature. The most thorough, 

well designed, and well executed study, so consequently the most dam-

aging, is Little and Schneidman's (1959) classic study. They took consid-

erable pains to recruit from among the best diagnosticians in the country. 

Each was permitted to work from his favorite instrument (i.e., TAT, 

Rorschach, MMPI, MAPS, and anamnesis). Each blindly looked at protocols 

from clients who were either normal controls, psychosomatizers, psycho-

neurotics, or psychotics. The results were discouraging for the diag-

nosticians. Accuracy was only very little different from chance and 

agreement among experts using the same instruments was virtually non-

existent. There was also only a rough ability of the judges to order the 

types of cases by degree of severity. Furthermore, the normal protocols 

received the widest range of diagnostic labels and severity ratings. 

Other studies designed to determine whether more information would 

allow more accurate assessment, and whether an entire battery of tests 

would be best, also produced negative results (e.g., Golden, 1964; 

Kostlan, 1954; Oskamp, 1965; Sines, 1959). Although an occasional 

Rorschach expert can be found who is able to differentiate individuals 

from diverse groups by looking at the protocols (e.g., pareiits oí schizo-

phrenic children from parents of psychoneurotic children, Lidz, 1973, 

p. 66), such cases are exceptional. Two recent comprehensive. 
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sympathetic, yet fair-minded books on the Rorschach (i.e., Exner, 1969; 

Goldfried, Stricker, & Weiner, 1971) yield unpromising results. The 

conclusion to be drawn from them is that while the Rorschach could pos-

sibly be a useful tool for group research, the large variance and over-

lap of sample populations would make it inappropriate for individual 

assessment. This merely echoes Mischel (1968) and coincides with 

Klopfer's (1968) review of the literature on Rorschach utility. 

Diagnosis involving direct contact with the patient instead of total 

reliance on tenuous inferences from test data is still not very reliable. 

The more carefiilly done studies give support for agreement among the major 

categories of psychosis, organicity, and psychoneurosis (e.g., Schmidt & 

Fonda, 1956; Smith, 1966), but not for agreement within these categories. 

Spitzer and Fleiss (1974) reviewed the major studies of diagnostic reli-

ability which reported base rates, so that a correction for chance agree-

ment could be made. They concluded that, 

There are no diagnostic categories for which reliability is uni-
formly high. Reliability appears to be only satisfactory for three 
categories: mental deficiency, organic brain syndrome (but not its 
subtypes), and alcoholism. The level of reliability is not better 
than fair for psychosis and schizophrenia and is poor for the re-
maining categories. (p. 344) 

A very recent major study found similar results (Tartar, Temper, & Hardy, 

1975). It involved the diagnosis of 256 consecutive admissions by dif-

ferent pairs of psychiatrists chosen from among the most experienced five 

clinicians at the Carrier Clinic. The clinicians included four diplo-

mates in psychiatry and three fellows in the American Psychiatric Asso-

ciation. Results found an average agreement of 55% for the pairs (not 

corrected for base rates) on the gross categories of organic brain syn-

drome, functional psychosis, psychoneurosis, and personality disorder. 

There is some reason to believe, however, that the clinician may 

not be such a bad perceiver of patients. Any diagnostic procedure may 

be broken down into two major parts. First there is the collection of 

the data base (ŝ rmptom cluster) relevant to the final category. Then 

there is an assignation of weights to the collected data which results 

in the final ascription. Ideally, the final category should prescribe 

which symptom clusters are relevant to its ascription and it should also 
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prescribe a determinate weight to each of the relevant factors and pro-

vide a fixed method for combining them. Two diagnosticians who differ 

may do so for either of two reasons. They may disagree about the pre-

sence or absence, the degree, or the intensity of various symptoms (i.e., 

about their basic perceptions). On the other hand, they may disagree 

about the relevance or relative weights these symptoms ought to have to 

assigning the final category. Disagreements of the first sort may be 

roughly considered disagreement about the facts, the bare perception of 

persons. Disagreements of the second kind may be roughly considered 

disagreements about theory, what goes with what to constitute what 

categories. Disagreements about diagnostic categories need not reflect 

disagreements about the more basic perception of patients. 

Some empirical evidence supports this plausible point. In their 

review of the literature on diagnostic reliability, Spitzer and Fleiss 

(1974) concluded, "In spite of the obvious unreliability of psychiatric 

diagnosis, there exists evidence for sensitivity to and agreement on the 

major psychiatric problems experienced by a patient" (pp. 344-345). They 

based this on their observation that attending psychiatrists often treat 

the patients in a way which implies awareness of symptoms, but fail to 

properly integrate the symptom into the diagnosis. 

In another article, Spitzer, Endicott, Cohen, & Fleiss (1974) 

detail the lack of agreement between computerized diagnoses and both 

treating clinicians and expert diagnosticians. They conclude that the 

lack of concurrence cannot be attributed to the computer's shortcomings, 

but to the loose and Impoverished nature of the categories themselves. 

More recently, Spitzer (1975) has reported that when inclusion criteria 

for a diagnostic category are spelled out, reliability becomes very high. 

A finding of Rosenhan's (1973) much publicized study suggests that 

much of the difficulty may lie at the point where the label is applied. 

Rosenhan had 13 pseudopatients feign an auditory hallucination to gain 

admittance to various psychiatric hospitals. Thereafter they behaved 

normally but encountered difficulty in being released. Rosenhan 

concluded that in a hospital setting it was impossible to distinguish 

sane from insane behavior, But as Spitzer (1975) pointed out, 11 of the 

12 patients diagnosed as schizophrenic were discharged as having 
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"schizophrenia in remission," The incidence of the italicized portion 

is very rare—almost certainly less than 10% and probably less than 5%, 

This strongly suggests that their normal behavior was perceived by staff 

and incorporated into the discharge diagnosis. 

Finally, in a study designed specifically to separate out the two 

features of the diagnostic process delineated above, Presley and Walton 

(1973) conclude, 

The evidence presented is that psychiatrists can rate reliably 
the degree of specific traits in a particular patient, but at the 
level of combining these agreed observations to reach a personality 
diagnosis they achieve very little concordance. (p. 275) 

The finding that a large component of unreliability is introduced at 

the diagnostic level flnds some indirect support in the literature. Both 

Allport (1937) and Meehl (1960) offer evidence that to force raters to 

use pre-existing categories to describe persons (i.e., categories whose 

relationship to more reliable percepts is uncertain) is a serious handi-

cap when the category is inappropriate, The single study to the author's 

knowledge which disputes this (Borman & Graham, 1973) is so poorly de-

signed that its results may be disregarded, 

The literature reviewed in this section suggests two conclusions, 

First, to adequately address Mischel's charges, any design must show 

both reliability among judges and non-trivial discriminant validity. 

Second, clinical description should not be restricted to diagnostic 

categories. Instead, descriptions should be encouraged which are most 

likely to convey basic percepts of personality functioning. 

Concurrent Validity 

Mischel's argxament against the traditional clinical approach in-

cludes the claim that even when judgments may be made reliably and with 

discriminative power, it is not clear that the agreed upon description 

will be empirically related in a helpful way to other facets of the 

person's functioning. In discussing the weak relationship between per-

sonality traits measured by questionnaires and responses sampled in a 

different medium, Mischel (1968, p. 78) states, "Generally such cor-

relations are too low to have value for most individual assessment 



purposes beyond gross screening purposes." 

In offering a summary of the data he has reviewed, Mischel 

concludes, 

First, behavior depends on stimulus situations and is specific to 
the situation: response pattems even in highly similar situations 
often fail to be strongly related. Individuals show far less cross-
situational consistency in their behavior than has been assumed by 
trait-state theories. . . . Even seemingly trivial situational 
differences may reduce correlations to zero. (1968, p. 177) 

Although Mischel convincingly demonstrates that behavior varies 

greatly according to the situation, and that the correlations across 

situations are not large, the implications of these facts are unclear. 

Contrary to Mischel's suggestion, personality theorists have generally 

been either explicitly or implictly aware of behavioral inconsistency 

(e.g., Allport, 1937; Lewin, 1935; Sullivan, 1947). As Carlson recently 

coramented in a review of progress in personality theory, "Serious 

personologists have never construed behavioral consistencies as defining 

personality" (1975, p. 395). 

In fact, there is a general concensus in which Mischel now joins 

that variation of behavior across situations is not by itself evidence 

against a psychodynamic theory of personality (Alker, 1972; Bowers, 1973; 

Mischel, 1973a; 1973b; Wachtel, 1973a; 1973b). It is likely that Mischel 

drew his earlier conclusions because he closely examined behaviors which 

were largely controlled by social factors. A recent study (Mariotto & 

Paul, 1975) supports this inference. These experimenters compared the 

cognitive functioning of chronic schizophrenics with their social func-

tioning. They found that although cognitive dysfunctioning was fairly 

pervasive, 

The comparatively greater situational specificity of social 
interactions, in contrast, suggests the need for a greater con-
centration on the relevant dimensions of the situations in which 
the behavior occurs for effective assessment and treatment. (p. 492) 

Mischel's earlier claims still have powerful implications for tra-

ditional methods of assessment. To the extent that the presentation of 

the patient is a function of the Immediate situation, including the 

tester, it will not be of much help in determining the dysfunctional 

features of his performance which brought him in the first place. How 

he seems to the assessor, even if this produced a perfectly valid and 
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discriminating description, would not be useful if he is largely dif-

ferent on other occasions. Thus, the psychodynamic assessor needs to 

demonstrate that the homunculus he perceives in his patient is more or 

less the same homunculus which another psychodynamic clinician meeting 

the patient under different conditions would perceive. Thus, this 

dissertation attempts to show that a reliable, discriminating descrip-

tion of a person made from one occasion will be appropriate for him on 

another occasion with different contextual and demand factors. 

Cliniáal Confidence and Accuracy 

Two different questions are raised about the relationship between 

the clinician's confidence and his accuracy. One is whether his con-

fidence is a positive index to the accuracy of his performance. The 

other is whether changes in his confidence are appropriately related to 

changes in his accuracy. They are independent, A person whose confi-

dence is a good guide to his accuracy may become increasingly confident 

as he accrues experience even though his accuracy does not improve. If 

the hierarchy of items in which he is confident remains constant, a 

linear correlation will not reveal the inappropriateness of the change. 

Mischel's position is clear on the utility of clinical confidence: 

One of the main justifications for retaining clinical-inference 
techniques is the subjective faith that clinicians have in the util-
ity of their judgments. Unfortunately, confidence about the validity 
of inferences is unrelated to their empirical accuracy. (1968, 
p. 127) 

There is no disputing that clinical confidence can be badly mis-

taken. The entire Clinical versus Statistical Prediction debate is such 

an example. For a very long time, clinicians confidently asserted that 

computers could not make the same delicate synthesis of data that a sen-

sitive and flexible clinician can (Holt, 1967, 1970; Meehl, 1954, 1957, 

1960). Most reviewers of this literature, however, have concluded that 

the findings are solidly against the clinician (Goldberg, 1968, 1972; 

Gough, 1962; Meehl, 1954, 1960; Sawyer, 1966). 

Goldberg's (1968) work is striking because it not only challenges 

the ultimate accuracy of clinical judgment, but determines that entirely 

linear regression equations are capable of predicting the diagnoses or 
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recommendations of three different types of clinicians (psychologists, 

psychiatrists, and radiologists, each performing separate tasks) with 

remarkable accuracy. The largest interaction (configural) terras 

accounted for about 3% of the entire variance. Unfortunately for the 

clinicians, the individuals within each group used different subjective 

weights and reliability was low among them. 

The most plausible explanation of these results is either that the 

clinician's inner wrangling does not in fact play so much of a part in 

the judgmental process as the time and energy he expends on them make 

him think, or else that though they do affect his final decision, they 

can be paralleled by another process which is more reliable and econora-

ical. Of course, as Goldberg himself points out, and as more recent 

work has demonstrated (e.g., Anderson, 1972; Meehl, 1972; Mertz & 

Doherty, 1974), some judgmental processes are not amenable to analysis 

or approximation by linear models. Thus, a consideration of the task 

condition is always essential. The disappointing finding for the 

clinician is that, as Meehl (1954, 1960) clearly foresaw, his diagnostic 

competence is not one of those processes which escape capture by the 

linear predictors, provided that the data source is quantifiable and 

the category choice is fixed. This is the most compelling rationale 

for Holt's (1970) suggestion that the proper task of the clinician is 

interpretation of verbal material. 

The single study which most draraatically supports both the 

superiority of the clinician's judgment over the actuary as well as 

the complex configural nature of the clinical judgment process 

(Blumetti, 1972) seems seriously flawed. Although purportedly following 

Holt's (1958, 1970) suggestion of providing both computer and clinician 

with equal data, the internal results of this study strongly suggest 

that participating clinicians worked mostly from previously acquired 

data and that the standardization sample was too small for the task 

(i.e., the computer scored only 13% above the base rate on the standar-

dization sample and only 2% above it on cross-validation). 

The misplaced clinical confidence described above is due largely 

to overestimation of the relevance and power of available clinical theo-

ries and ignorance about the power of the computer to accurately encode. 
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process, record, and retrieve quantifiable data relevant to the target 

prediction, Some of the classic failures of the clinician reported in 

the literature can best be understood in this light (e.g., Goldberg, 

1959; Holtzman & Sells, 1954; Kelley & Fiske, 1951). In the second of 

these studies, 19 of the most prestigious psychological tester's in the 

country were engaged to predict the success or failure of air force 

trainee pilots on the basis of a full test battery. Their predictions 

were exactly at chance level. Furthermore, confidence and accuracy were 

completely unrelated. Introspective reports revealed that the judges 

made their predictions from inferred traits or states like "imraaturity, 

strong dependency needs, anxiety, and sexual conflict" (p. 488). Given 

the extreme unreliability of inferring such ascriptions (Goldberg & 

Wertz, 1965), the tenuous meaning they have (Fiske, 1973, 1974), as well 

as the even more tenuous relationship they might bear to flight ability, 

it is not hard to see why the judges' confidence had no relation to their 

performance. They thought themselves capable of performing a task for 

which they had no tools or competence. It is not surprising, then, that 

their confidence was not informative. 

There is also a substantial body of literature demonstrating the 

biasing effect of theoretical commitments on clinical perception (e.g., 

Chapman, 1971; Chapman & Chapman, 1967, 1969; D'Andrade, 1965, 19 70; 

Golding & Rorer, 1972; Shweder, 1975). This literature shows that clin-

ical judges can confidently believe themselves perceiving non-existent 

associations between various data when a theoretical conmitment dictates 

the association. Such "illusory correlations" are even detected when 

theoretically linked items are negatively correlated (Chapman & Chapman, 

1969; Shweder, 1975). In the Chapmans' study, subjects spontaneously 

linked prima facie plausible Rorschach signs of homosexuality (e.g., 

rectal imagery, women's clothing) with the diagnosis of homosexuality 

when there was no empirical connection. Furthermore, the empirically 

valid correlations involving subtle or theory-neutral signs (e.g., a 

threatening monster, a humanized animal) could not be perceived until 

the theory-charged items were removed as competitors. In his study, 

Shweder demonstrated that a rater's implicit theory of personality 

dictated descriptions made of subjects even when the latter's behavior 
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was markedly different from the theory. 

The findings discussed so far show that clinical confidence is 

clearly possible even in the absence of any empirical justification for 

it, It is still important to determine whether clinical confidence 

bears a meaningful relationship to accuracy when performance competence 

is present. Unfortunately, the bulk of cases presented below invites no 

easy synthesis. 

In the first study which demonstrated a superiority for the clini-

cian over the computer (Lindzey, 1965), the task was predicting homo-

sexuality from TAT protocols. In this study, confidence was inversely 

correlated with accuracy. Perhaps this puzzling finding can be under-

stood in terms of the work on "illusory correlations" just discussed. 

It is likely that the testers in Lindzey's experiment felt raost con-

fident when prima facie plausible TAT signs for homosexuality were pre-

sent even though these signs lacked empirical validity. This again 

suggests the power that theory guided perception has to mislead clinical 

judgment. 

In two of the classic studies of diagnostic reliability (Beck, Ward, 

Mendelson, Mock, & Erbaugh, 1962; Sandifer, Pettus, & Quade, 1964), 

confidence did bear a significant relationship to accuracy. In the first 

study, which involved the pairwise diagnosis of patients, when both 

psychiatrists were certain, there was 81% agreement; when both 

were uncertain, the agreement was 25%. In the other study, where the 

base rate of agreement was 57%, high confidence diagnoses concurred 65% 

of the time and low confidence ones 45%. 

There is evidence that clinical confidence does increase without 

good reason. Oskamp (1965) found that as successively more information 

regarding case history was made available to judges whose task was to 

make idiographic predictions about a target patient, their confidence 

rose steadily and significantly while their accuracy quickly reached a 

limited ceiling. Using a completely different task involving judgment 

without benefit of feedback about geometrical shapes, Ryback (1967) 

found that confidence increased with experience but accuracy did not. 

These two studies suggest that the human judge is capable of building 

a sense of confidence in his perforraance based largely on familiarity 
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and comfort with the task, and independently of performance ability. 

Implicit theories are likely to be powerful determinants of this process. 

Thus, Gardner (1967) reports that in a study requiring the rating of 

a single subject from his Rotter Incomplete Sentences form, judges were 

more confident of their extreme ratings although these were no more valid 

than other ratings. Another study by Dana, Cocking, and Dana (1970) also 

supports this. Although no better than controls at the given task, 

experienced Rorschach judges (who were presumably more confident than 

controls) made more idiosyncratic omissions in using the data. It seems 

likely that implicit theories of various sorts intervene between confi-

dence and accuracy. The confidence is likely to be determined by the 

implicit theories, which in tum are relatively unresponslve to actual 

data. The findings discussed here suggest that the favored ideas which 

make people feel "good and sure" are often very inaccurate, 

One important exception to these negative findings is a result by 

Chandler (1970), Using the assumption that "self-awareness" could best 

be defined by being able to spell out the factors which would predict 

one's own decisions, Chandler had subjects assign linear weights to each 

of the seven factors given them as data, The results were striking, 

The predictions made by this linear weighting correlated ,82 with the 

actual predictions made by the subjects. Most important, the degree of 

"appropriate confidence" correlated .77 with self-awareness. Thus, 

subjects who were most self-aware were most skilled at deciding when to 

be confident. 

The above studies suggest that no simple relationship obtains 

between clinical confidence and accuracy. Chandler's positive results 

offer some hope though, that if clinical judges are aware of what they 

are doing, their confidence will be appropriate. 

Levels of Professional Training 

Mischel's (1968) opinion of the research literature is that profes-

sional training as a clinician does little, if any, good. He states, 

in fact, that "If anything, clinical training and experience may be sorae-

what detriraental and reduce judgmental accuracy, or at least introduce 
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systematic biases such as a greater emphasis on pathology and less favor-

able prognoses" (p. 116). 

When professional clinicians are compared with lay judges (or less 

trained judges), three categories of results are to be expected. There 

will be one class (type 1) where trained judges are no better because 

they have assumed themselves capable of doing a task for which they are 

unskilled. There will be another set of results where trained clinicians 

can perform a task, but their clinical training plays a minimal role so 

that laypersons can perform it comparably well (type 2). Finally, there 

will be tasks where the technical training of the clinician makes a sig-

nificant difference when his performance is compared with the layperson 

(type 3). Although little research has addressed the question, it would 

be of great importance in this third case to determine the minimal amount 

of training necessary to raise the level of functioning of the lay group 

to that of the professionals. 

Ideally, research in this area should determine which clinical 

endeavors are guided by an erroneous belief in competence, which by 

ordinary huraan competence, and which by technical competence. Unfor-

tunately, much of the published research seems motivated by a desire to 

show that endeavors thought to be guided by technical competence in fact 

belong to the other categories. In an investigation of clinical judg-

ment, Goldberg (1968) offers a list of 10 studies in which the relation-

ship between the amount of professional training or experience and judg-

mental accuracy was investigated (i.e., Goldberg, 1959; Hiler St Nesvig, 

1965; Johnston & McNeal, 1967; Levy & Ulman, 1967; Luft, 1950; Oskamp, 

1962, 1967; Schaeffer, 1964; Silverman, 1959; Stricker, 1967). Their 

distribution among the three types is interesting. 

Two of these were type 1 failures (Goldberg, Schaeffer). In the 

first of these, clinicians could not diagnose organicity from the Bender-

Gestalt. In the second, they could not diagnose personality pathology 

from the Draw^A-Person test. In six others (Hiler & Nesvig, Johnston & 

McNeal, Levy & Ulman, Luft, Oskamp (1967), Silverman), judges at varying 

levels of experience or training performed with equal competence. None 

of these are encouraging for clinical judgment. 

In the Hiler and Nesvig paper, an empirically based prediction 
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formula beat both groups of judges by 15% on a cross-validation sample. 

In the Johnston and McNeal study, the significant hit rate was still 

only 5% higher than the base rate. In the Levy and Ulman study, psy-

chiatric patients were reliably discriminated from non-psychiatric 

patients on the basis of paintings they made. Unfortunately, there was 

a mean IQ differential of 20 points favoring the non-psychiatric 

patients and the judges' sort was demonstrated to be guided largely by 

considerations of intelligence. In Luft's work, although there was 

generally no difference, on one task physicists scored significantly 

better than trained professionals. In Oskamp's study, graduate student 

trainees did as well in sorting psychiatric from medical patients on the 

basis of the MMPI as did staff psychologists with a median of eight years 

postdoctoral experience. Finally, in Silverman's experiment, the effect 

sizes ranged from .2 to .3 in having judges correlate Q-sort descriptions 

inferred from projective protocols with the Q-sort raade by patients' 

therapists. 

Two of the studies listed by Goldberg do show a significant dif-

ference in performance associated with amount of tralning (Oskamp (1962), 

Stricker). In Oskamp's study, which required sorting MMPI profiles of 

different patient populations significance was reached but the inex-

perienced judges scored only a few percentage points lower than the 

clinicians. Since part of his design did address the efficacy of 

various teaching strategies, Oskamp felt entitled to conclude, "A brief 

training period for inexperienced judges can equal the effects of years 

of clinical experience" (p. 24), In Stricker's experlment, first and 

third year clinical students did significantly better than their super-

visors in differentiating normal from psychiatric adolescents on the 

basis of figure drawings after being informed of the results of previous 

studies with such drawings. Stricker concludes, that in contrast to the 

students, "the clinicians in this study seemed quite reluctant to abandon 

a diagnostic approach which they had used for many years, so that the 

data seemed to have minlmal impact on their ĵ udgment" (p. 494). 

In the two other studies investigating the level of training that 

this author has located (Dana, Cocking, & Dana, 1970; Danet, 1965), the 

second found no difference between professionals and controls , whereas 
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the first found neither group able to do the task. Dana et al. found 

judges totally unable to predict Rorschach M from demographic data. 

Training correlated with only one factor of performance, "Inexper:̂ 'enced 

judges used a linear model while experienced or trained judges used a 

configural model with idiosyncratic omissions of data" (p. 31). 

The studies considered in this section are discouraging to the 

clinician. They do dictate a requirement for the present study, however, 

It must demonstrate not only that psychodynamic clinicians possess the 

skill of reliable, discriminating description, but that they do so to a 

degree greater than that of a comparably educated lay group. 

Hypotheses 

A statement is made of the major issues raised in the literature 

review. These are the issues to be investigated in this work. They 

guide the specific hypotheses that will be formulated in this study. 

As previously stated, the differences between psychod^mamic and 

social behavioral theories of personality are large and difficult to 

resolve. This study addresses several issues related to the utility of 

typical psychodynamic clinical practice. These issues are: 

1. Whether intuitively inferred personality sketches made by the 

psychodynamic clinician can be reliable, discrlminating, non-trivial 

descriptions of the person sketched. 

2. Whether the personality sketches made of a person observed 

under one context will be similar to those raade of that same person 

observed in a different context (i.e,, whether a wholistic view of 

personality can be given some support), 

3. Whether such personality descriptions can be made better by 

trained clinicians than by educated laypersons, 

4. Whether the subjective confidence of the clinician bears a 

significant relationship to the objective quality of his performance. 

5. Whether idiographic personality descriptions are more helpful 

than broad global ones for making some clinical discriminations. 



CHAPTER II 

METHOD 

In this chapter the experimental design and procedures used in this 

study are presented. A brief outline of the method is given first. In 

the next section, the participants are discussed. The final section on 

procedure describes the clinical task, then a matching process and a 

global personality rating process that were involved with it. The actual 

hypotheses are stated at appropriate points in the procedure section. 

Outline of the Method 

In order to properly address the central issues raised by the review 

of the literature, this study investigates the extent to which trained 

psychodynamic clinicians can make and match impressionistic, idiographic 

personality portraits made of a homogeneous normal subject population. 

A normal homogeneous population was selected to assure that discrimina-

tion among the subjects would be non-trivial. Idiographic description 

was stressed to avoid the unreliability and loss of information that 

the literature suggests raore formal categorization often produces. 

Each subject was tape recorded under two different contextual 

conditions and each clinician listens to each subject under only one 

condition. Consequently, raatches are of two kinds: between sketches 

made from the same source or between sketches made cross source. Success 

in same source matching may be due to identical content keying shared 

implicit personality theories held by the clinicians. Therefore, cross 

source matching is to be the critical test for characterological consis-

tency across situations. To determine whether competence in this task 

could be attributed to professional training, a control group of English 

graduate students was used. 

To investigate whether clinical confidence wãs related to objective 

performance, sketchers rated their satisfaction with their own sketches. 

A determination was raade whether satisfaction with the sketches was 

18 
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related to how frequently they were successfully raatched. In addition, 

sketchers designated the matches of which they were most confident. 

The hit rate of these confident matches was compared with the hit rate 

of the non-confident matches. 

Finally, the utility of some global personality ratings was ex-

amined. Sketchers rated the portraits made by other sketchers in 

terms of psychopathology, A statistic was used to deterraine whether 

these ratings correlated with the satisfaction that sketchers had with 

the portraits they made, In addition, two judges rated the clinicians' 

sketches for overall similarity on a pairwise basis. These ratings 

were used to determine whether such global ratings could discriminate 

the sketches as efficiently as an idiographic matching procedure. 

Participants 

Personality Sketchers 

The experimental group consists of four psychodynamically ori-

ented clinicians. The control group consists of four English graduate 

students. Two of the clinicians were PhD staff members at Texas 

Tech University. One was having his first year of post-doctoral ex-

perience, the other was in his seventeenth. Both graduate student 

clinicians were in APA-approved programs at Texas Tech University. One 

was in clinicâl psychology, the other in counseling psychology. Both 

these students have had at least two years of full time clinical ex-

perience or its equivalence. All the clinicians believed they would 

be good at describing "what kind of person" somebody was in free-form, 

non-diagnostic nomenclature. 

Personality Subjects 

The subjects being sketched were 18 female undergraduate students en-

rolled in the 1975 summer session at Texas Tech University, The stu-

dents all volunteered to participate in an experiment whose ostensible 

purpose was to determine whether college woraen were happier with their 

lot in life than sarae aged peers who are not pursuing a higher educa-

tion. They were recruited by the investigator who personally made a 
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request for subjects at three different classes with the instructors' 

permission. The investigator presented an extemporaneous deceptive 

account of the experiment. He indicated that there were numerous 

critics who felt that because of the country's weak economy and the 

growing unemployment rate of college graduates, college enrollment, 

especially for women, should be decreased. None of these critics, 

however, had considered the contentment of the student herself to be of 

great importance. The present study was described as designed to 

determine whether college women were more satisfied with their lives 

than non-college educated women. 

This introduction provided a plausible rationale for giving the 

TAT and conducting a clinical interview. When the interviews were 

completed, subjects were mailed a letter thanking them for their 

participation. The letter debriefed them about the nature of and the 

need for the deception involved. This letter is contained in 

Appendix A. 

Interviewers 

One clinical psychology and one counseling psychology graduate 

student from Texas Tech University served as interviewers. They were 

both of eclectic orientation, but both leaned toward a psychodynamic 

point of view. 

Censor 

One graduate student in clinical psychology from Texas Tech 

University served as a censor to eliminate "giveaway" clues from the 

personality sketches. 

Synonymity Judges 

Two professors from the English Department at Texas Tech 

University ser«'ed as synonymity judges. Both had an interest in the 

literary field of character portraits. 
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Procédure 

Clinical Task 

An effort was made to select a task which would approximate a 

typical clinical assessment procedure. Tape recordings were made of 

18 female undergraduate students under two different contextual condi-

tiona. In one of these, an abridged TAT \^s given (Cardsl, 2, 7GF, 

13MF, 4, 18GF, and 10, in this order), Most of these lasted between 

10 and 15 minutes, In the other condition, a half hour, open-ended 

exploratory interview was conducted. The interviewer was given a 

broad outline of suggested topics that he might cover (contained in 

Appendix B), told to be fairly non-directive, and asked to indicate 

which segments of the half-hour interview he considered most clini-

cally pregnant. A 10-15 minute segment of the interview with at most 

two splices was excerpted for use in the study. All 18 of the TAT 

sessions were conducted by one graduate student; all 18 of the explor-

atory interviews were conducted by another. 

The TAT sessions preceeded the exploratory interviews and were 

separated from them by at least 2, but not more than 11 days. In 

addition, subjects were asked to fill out a Rotter Incomplete Sentences 

form (College Level) which was given to them after the TAT session. 

This was done to maintain the credibility of the experiment and keep 

subject raotivation high. The forras played no further part in the 

experiment. 

Each of the four trained therapists and the four English graduate 

students listened to tape recordings of each of the 18 subjects under 

either a TAT or an exploratory interview condition, but not both. 

These personality sketchers were given extensive oral and printed ac-

counts of the nature and purpose of the experiment by the investigator. 

These stressed that the central issue was the plausibility of believing 

in enduring personality types which are consistent across situations. 

The printed explanation and instructions for the sketchers is contained 

in Appendix C, 
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Each of the sketchers was provided with the TAT cards to which 

subjects responded, The written instructions made it plain, however, 

that although the TAT was a traditional clinical projective test, it 

had been used in the present experiment only to provide a structured 

context sufficiently different from the interview to raake it meaningful 

to ask whether the person is "the same" in divergent situations. The 

instmctions stated that participants should not feel constrained to 

give the usual TAT interpretations, but should feel free to view the 

test as simply a situation where a subject is asked to make up stories 

about some pictures. Sketchers were thereby given the opportunity to 

listen to her for a while and form an impression of her personality. 

After listening to each subject, sketchers typed a personality 

portrait (limited to a page in length) which they felt best captured 

what was essential and unique to the person being sketched. The writ-

ten instructions stressed that sketches made of subjects from the TAT 

would be matched with sketches made of the same subjects from the 

interview, so it was imperative to describe just those features of her 

functioning likely to be "the same" under both conditions. Sketchers 

were strongly encouraged, but not required, to take notes while the 

tape was playing and to type the sketches at once. They were free to 

use whatever technical terms they wished, but emphasis was put on 

using the richness of the English language to its fullest to portray 

the subjects. 

Not all descriptions of personality were perraitted. The overriding 

consideration in restricting the description was that it not have a 

"giveaway" effect by implying either 1) the content discussed (e.g., 

that someone was a regular churchgoer; that she was living with her 

parents), or 2) physical qualities of the person's manner (e.g., a 

shrill, grating voice; slow and halting speech). These latter quali-

ties could be included only when translated into characterological 

equivalents (e.g., a shrewish nag; someone lacking self-confidence). 

The exact restrictions placed upon the sketches are given under "Rules 

for the Personality Sketches" in Appendix C. These "Rules" also 

suggested to sketchers that they be careful not to generalize too much 

in their descriptions (e.g., from an instance of anger to a hostile 
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person) and that they avoid using common descriptors (e.g., "nice," 

"well-mannered") unless these traits were especially pronounced. In 

addition, a sample acceptable sketch was provided. 

Of course, sketchers could not simply be relied upon to abide by 

the restrictions. A psychologically trained censor had the task of 

reading each of the sketches. He would make minor emendations himself 

(e.g., changing a word or a phrase). If a major change was required, 

he would retum them to the sketcher for rewriting with an explanation 

of the difficulty. When the censor had any doubt whether a description 

was a giveaway, he would contact the sketcher by phone and inquire 

whether the setting depicted in the description (e.g., "The kind of 

lady who screams 'Firel' in a crowded theater") was actually discussed 

on the tape, or was hypothetical. The author spent several hours with 

the censor reviewing the guiding principles for his task. These were 

inferred from the "Rules for the Personality Sketches" in Appendix C. 

A dozen personality portraits from the control group were examined as 

samples. A deliberate decision was made to have censoring err on the 

side of leniency in dubious cases. The rationale for this decision 

will be stated in the following subsection. 

Matching 

Each of the personality subjects was assigned a masterperson 

number from 1-18. Four separate, randomly determined codes were made. 

Each of the sketchers xd.thin a group was assigned one of these codes. 

The experimental and the control sketchers who had the same code 

listened to exactly the same tape recordings (e.g., Therapist 1 would 

hear just those tapes that Control 1 did). 

Sketchers labeled the personality portraits they made with their 

assigned codes. Only the censor had access to the master code, so 

the code numbers of the portraits conveyed no information to the other 

sketchers when they were exchanged. 

To prevent overtaxing the storage capacity of the sketchers, 

matching was done in units of six sketches (i,e,, Masterpersons 1-6, 

7-12, 13-18), The tapes for each masterperson unit given to any 
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sketcher were either all TAT sessions or all exploratory interviews, 

Therapists matched only with therapists, controls only with controls. 

Furthermore, each sketcher exchanged and matched his masterperson 

units with those of every other sketcher in his group, Thus, Therapist 

1 matched each of his Masterpersons 1-6 with those of Therapist 2, 

Therapist 3, and Therapist 4, and they did the same with his, 

In order to equalize the total number of cross source and same 

source raatches, it was necessary to have the sketchers within each 

group listen to different numbers of TAT and exploratory interview 

tapes. The dlstribution of these tapes is presented in Table 1. 

TABLE 1 

ASSIGNMENT OF TAT'S AND EXPLORATORY INTERVIEWS 

Mas^erperson Therapist-
unit Control 1 

Therapist-
Control 2 

Therapist-
Control 3 

Therapist-
Control 4 

1-6 

7-12 

13-18 

Interview 

TAT 

Interview 

Interview 

TAT 

TAT 

Interview 

Interview 

Interview 

TAT 

TAT 

Interview 

Because sketches were made from two different types of tapes, 

there were two types of matches: same source and cross source. Thus, 

for Masterpersons 1-6, Therapist 4 matched cross source with each of 

the other therapists and they matched cross source with him. Among 

themselves, Therapists 1, 2, and 3 matched same source. 

The cross source matches bear crucially on the issue of consis-

tency of personality, Same source matching can more plausibly be attri-

buted to other factors, The identical content of the tapes might in-

sinuate itself by permitting sketchers to construct hypothetical situa-

tions about the subject (e.g.»The sort of young woman who would, , ,) 

which were strongly analogous to the actual ones discussed in the tapes 

Furthermore, identical content might key implicit or explicit theories 

of personality, as the literature review suggested, Thus, a subject 
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who stated that she was working evenings to support her grandmother 

might be described as "very altmistic" by one sketcher and as "self-

sacrificing" by another, This might permit matching, but only by an 

indirect reference to the content of what she had stated about herself. 

No amount of censoring could guarantee against the content of what 

was said playing a significant part in same source raatching. Therefore, 

the decision was made to be lenient in censoring doubtful cases to pre-

vent the loss of potentially sound characterological description. If 

hidden content were responsible for successful same source matching, 

it could not help and would be more likely to impede cross source 

matching. Thus, cross source matching becomes the crucial test in this 

study for consistency of personality across time and circumstance. 

It is now possible to state some of the hypotheses of this study. 

Despite the absence of promising findings across a wide variety of 

tasks to support the superiority of professional clinicians when com-

pared to laypersons, the following prediction is offered. 

Hypothesis I; There will be a significant degree of association 

between the distribution of successful and unsuccessful matches 

and the type of group (therapist vs. control) doing the raatching. 

Therapists will exceed controls in successful matching. 

A radical psychodynamic wholistic view of personality would predict 

that, given perfect perception and abstraction of the sketchers' part, 

cross source and same source matches would be equally likely. But such 

ideal conditions are not expected to occur. In addition, because the 

cross source matching may not be a robust phenomenon, the performance 

of both therapists and controls will be combined to seek a significant 

effect. These considerations lead to the following predictions. 

Hypothesis II.a: There will be a significant degree of association 

between the type of match made (same source vs. cross source) and 

the distribution of successful and unsuccessful matches. There 

will be more successful same source than cross source raatches. 

Hypothesis II.b: There will be significantly more cross source 

raatches than expected by chance alone. 
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One goal of this experlment was to determine whether clinical 

judgment was significantly related to objective performance. To test 

this, each sketcher was asked to rate his satisfaction with each of his 

portraits by assigning it a score of 1-6 on an "accuracy-clarity" scale. 

This scale expresses how clearly and accurately the sketcher feels he 

has captured the personality of the subject. A score of 6 indicates 

perfect satisfaction with the sketch. The complete scale is contained 

in the "Accuracy-Clarity Ratings" in Appendix C. 

The ability to match sketches correctly should depend upon the 

accuracy and clarity with which they are made. Presumably the accuracy-

clarity ratings reflect this if the sketcher's judgment is sound. 

Whenever a sketcher matches two portraits, each of these has an accuracy-

clarity rating assigned to it. The likelihood of matching correctly 

should be limited by the lower of the two ratings rather than by the 

average. This leads to the following comparison. 

Hvpothesis III; The raean of the sraaller accuracv-clarity ratings 

assigned to the pairs of mátched sketches will be significantlv 

greater for the instances of successfully matched sketches than 

for the instances of unsuccessfully matched sketches. 

Sketchers were expected to feel more confident of some of their 

matches than of others. In order to determine whether this subjective 

sense of confidence is appropriate, sketchers were asked to record 

those raatches of which they were "almost certain." They were allowed 

to select as many or as few of their matches as they wished for this 

category. The instructions (see "Confidence in Matching," Appendix C) 

emphasized that their performance on the matches they designated as 

confident would be compared with their performance on the remainder. 

Therefore, it was stressed that only very certain matches should be 

so designated, This lead to the following prediction, 

Hypothesis V; There will be â significant degreé of association 

between the distribution of matches rated confident versus 

nonconfident and the distribution of successful and unsuccessful 

matches, There will be more confident than nonconfident successful 

matches. 
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It is likely that in the demographically homogeneous subject popu-

lation used in this study, a major dimension for discriminating subjects 

will be how mentally well adjusted they are. Specifically, the more 

disturbed a subject is, the more easily she can be described and the 

raore likely that a high accuracy-clarity rating will be assigned to 

a sketch made of her, To test this hypothesis, a global linear rating 

scale of psychopathology was constructed (see "Pathology Ratings" 

in Appendix C). Each of the sketchers was asked to rate each of the 

portraits of the other sketchers from 1-6 for psychopathology, with a 

score of 6 representing the most extreme disturbance. Thus, each 

sketch is assigned an accuracy-clarity rating by the person who made it 

and is assigned three pathology ratings by the other sketchers. This 

leads to the following prediction. 

Hypothesis V; The accuracy-clarity ratings will correlate posi-

tively and significantly with the mean pathology ratings assigned 

to the sketches. 

Synonymity Ratings 

When the sketches of the four therapists were completed, they were 

given to two synonymity judges. These judges scored the character 

sketches made of each subject pairwise for characterological s^monymity 

using a 1-6 scale adopted from Little and Schneidman (1959). Two 

sketches are more synonymous as the likelihood that they depict the same 

person increases. A score of 6 indicates that it is virtually certain 

that the sketches are of the same person. The "Synonymity Rating Scale" 

is contained in Appendix D. Because each subject had four sketches made 

of her, there were six pairwise comparisons for each masterperson (i.e., 

Therapists 1 and 2, 1 and 3, 1 and 4, 2 and 3, 2 and 4, 3 and 4). 

The two judges were first given sets of sketches from three raaster-

persons made by the control group to practice on and discuss. Evidence 

indicates that prior comparisons of this sort greatly improve interjudge 

reliability (Lorr & Klett, 1966). 

The purpose of the synonymity ratings was to determine the utility 

of this global linear description in discriminating personality sketches 
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To this end, one judge rated the actual descriptions for all 18 sub-

jects. The other did this for 9 of the subjects and (unknowingly) for 

9 pseudosubjects raade by reassigning the remaining sketches. To assure 

the same number of cross source and sarae source matches in the pseudo-

subjects as in the real subjects for whom they were substituted, three 

masterperson numbers were chosen randomly within each masterperson unit 

(i.e., Masterpersons, 1-6, 7-12, 13-18) to serve as pseudosubjects. 

Pseudosubjects were then constructed by having one sketch from each 

sketcher that was of the same type (either TAT based or interview 

based) as the original. No more than one of these sketches was of any 

real subject. 

The synonymity ratings may be thought of as an estimate of how 

alike (in a global, linear sense) the character sketches are. Cronbach 

(1955) has pointed out that any set of personality descriptions has a 

"general elevation" component which corresponds to the average type of 

subject being described. The homogeneity of the present sample is 

likely to produce synonymity scores which are high even for different 

persons. The question is raised whether this global rating will be 

sufficiently sensitive to discriminate real subjects from pseudo-

subjects. This leads to the following prediction about the scores of 

the judge who rated both actual subjects and pseudosubjects. 

Hypothesis VI: The raean synonyraity ratings of the actual subjects 

will not differ significantly frora those of the pseudosubjects 

even though there will be enough idiographic differences in the 

sketches to permit significant matching. 

Another test of the sensitivity of this global linear rating was 

possible. When any pair of therapists matches sketches, there are three 

possible outcomes from a given masterperson; double hits, single hits, 

and no hits. Since every pairwise combination will be rated by at least 

one synonymity judge, it is possible to compare the synonymity scores 

of these three categories. Using the average of the two scores when 

both judges rate a pair of sketches, thesc predictions are made. 

Hypothesis VII.a. The raean synonymity ratings of the double hits 

will be greater than that of the single hits, which in turn will 

be greater than that of the no hits. 
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Hypothesis VII,b; The raeans of the double hit, single hit, 

and no hit groups will differ si^nificantly. 



CHAPTER III 

RESULTS 

This chapter presents the findings of the present experiment. 

The hypotheses are grouped according to the issues they address; 

1) comparability of therapists and controls, 2) utility of a wholistic 

theory of personality, 3) utility of clinical confidence, and 4) utility 

of global personality ratings. 

Therapists versus Controls 

Despite unpromising findings in the research literature, it was 

predicted that therapists could make and match impressionistic person-

ality sketches better than controls. 

Hypothesis I; There will be a significant degree of association 

between the distribution of successful and unsuccessful matches 

and the type of group (therapist vs. control) doing the matching. 

Therapists will exceed controls in successful matching. 

Since each sketcher made 18 portraits and matched these with every 

other sketcher in his group, each group made 216 matches (i.e., 

4 sketchers ^ 18 portraits x 3 other sketchers). Matches were either 

correct (hits) or incorrect (misses). The findings did not confirm 

Hypothesis I. Ther^ists made 68 hits and 148 misses; controls made 

52 hits and 164 misses. There was no significant association betwen 
2 

group type and degree of successful matching, x (1) - 2.60, .10 < £ < 

.25. 

Utility of a Wholistic Theory 

The second hypothesis investigated how helpful a wholistic theory 

of personality might be for clinical assessment. 

Hypothesis II.a; There will be a significant degree of association 

between the type of raatch made (sarae source vs. cross source) and 
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the distribution of successful and unsuccessful matches. There 

will be more successful same source than cross source matches. 

As stated previously, tapes were assigned to sketchers so that 

half of the 216 matches within each group were same source and half 

were cross source. The results of the 432 matches from both groups 

supported Hypothesis II.a. Of the same source raatches, 83 were hits, 

133 were misses; of the cross source, 37 were hits, 179 were misses. 

This demonstrates a significant degree of association between the type 

of match and the distribution of successes, x (̂ ) " 23.37, £ < .001. 

If the assumption of consistency of personality is useful for 

clinical assessment purposes, then the TAT based sketches made of a 

subject should resemble the sketches made of the same subject from the 

clinical interview. In this study, the extent of cross source matching 

reflects this consistency of personality. 

Hypothesis II.b; There will be significantly more cross source 

matches than expected by chance alone. 

Matching sketches in groups of six involves a discrete probability 

function with a nonbinomial distribution. This function is described 

in Parzen (1967, p. 77). The expected number of hits obtained by ran-

domly matching six sketches = 1. The 216 cross source matches consist 

of 18 sets of 6 for the therapists and the same for the controls. 

Consequently, the expected number of cross source hits for the groups 

combined, assuming random matching, = 36. The obtained value = 37. 

Although the therapists produced 25 of the hits and the controls only 12, 

neither of these scores differs significantly from chance expectation. 

These findings fail to support Hypothesis II.b. Appendix E contains 

the details of the statistics used to compute the probability levels. 

Utility of Clinical Confidence 

Two of the proposed hypotheses were relevant to the usefulness of 

clinical judgment or confidence. The first determines whether the 

subjective sense of satisfaction a sketcher had with his portrait was 

positively related to the frequency with which the portrait could be 

matched. 
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Hypothesis III; The mean of the smaller accuracy-clarity ratings 

assigned to the pairs of raatched sketches will be significantly 

greater for the instances of successfully matched sketches than 

for the instances of unsuccessfully raatched sketches. 

The accuracy-clarity ratings for successful matches were signifi-

cantly greater than for unsuccessful raatches. This is taken as sup-

porting Hypothesis IH. A further analysis reveals that this effect 

was due almost entirely to the contribution of the therapists. These 

results are presented in Table 2. Appendix F contains the raw data. 

TABLE 2 

MEANS OF THE SMALLER ACCURACY-CLARITY R^TINGS FOR MATCHED SKETCHES 

Group* Hits SD Misses SD 

Therapists 

Controls 

Combined 

3.59 

3.13 

3.39 

1.13 

1.04 

1.11 

3.07 

3.06 

3.07 

1.27 

.94 

1.11 

2.85* 

.48 

2.72* 

^The therapists and the controls each made 216 matches. Their 

combined total was 432. 

*£ < ,05, 

The second hypothesis relevant to the utility of clinical judgment 

asserted that when sketchers felt sure of a match, it was more likely 

to be correct than when they did not feel sure, 

Hypothesis IV; There will be a significant degree of association 

between the distribution of raatches rated confident versus 

nonconfident and the distribution of successful and unsuccessful 

raatches. There will be raore confident than nonconfident successful 

raatches, 

Of their 432 matches, sketchers designated 116 of them as con-

fident, There was a strong degree of association between the desig-

nation of raatches as confident and the distribution of successful 

matches. Thus, the results support Hypothesis IV. A further analysis 
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of the data reveals that almost all of this association occurs among 

the group of therapists. These results are summarized in Table 3. 

TABLE 3 

CONFIDENT VERSUS NONCONFIDENT MATCHING 

Match type 

Confident 

Nonconfident 

Hits 

30 

38 

Therapists^ 

Misses 

31 

117 

Hits 

15 

37 

Controls^ 

Misses 

40 

124 

Combined^ 

Hits 

45 

75 

Misses 

71 

241 

0^2 (1) - 11.23, £ < .001. 

\ ^ (1) = .212, .50 < £ < .75, 

^X^ (1) = 8.86, £ < .005. 

A further analysis was undertaken to determine the relationship 

between confidence and accuracy according to type of raatching. All 

of the association between confidence and accuracy is from same 

source matches. Both therapists and controls designated matches 

as confident from both sarae source and cross source matches. There 

was only a slight tendency for confident matches to be designated 

more frequently from among same source raatches (i.e., therapists: 

32 same source, 29 cross source; controls; 31 same source, 24 cross 

source). The tendency for sketchers to be confident about just as 

many cross source as same source matches is very striking. While 

the hit rate among the confident same source matches was signi-

ficantly greater than the base rate, this was not so for the 

confident cross source matches. There, the hit rate was, if 

anything, somewhat less than the base rate. These data are 

presented in Table 4. 
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TABLE 4 

DISTRIBUTION OF CONFIDENT HITS AND MISSES 

Match type 

Same source 

Cross source 

Hits 

23 

7 

Therapists^ 

Misses 

9 

22 

Hits 

14 

1 

Controls 

'Misses 

17 

23 

Combined 

Hits 

37 

8 

Misses 

26 

45 

^X^ 

^x2 

^x2 

(1) 

(1) 

(1) 

= 

s 

s 

12 

9,' 

21 

,03, 

49, 

,28, 

• £ < 
£ < 

• £ < 

,001. 

.005. 

.001. 

Utility ûf Global Ratings 

It seemed likely that a global level of psychopathology might be 

helpful in discriminating the personality sketches. 

Hypothesis V; The accuracy-clarity ratings will correlate 

positively and significantly with the mean pathology ratings 

assigned to the sketches. 

Each group produced 72 sketches. Each sketch had both an accuracy-

clarity rating and a pathology rating (i.e., the mean of the three 

pathology ratings assigned to it). The findings showed no significant 

correlation for the therapists, r_ = -.02. There was a significant, 

though negative correlation for the control group, _r = -.29, t̂  (70) = 

2.51, £ < .02. These results are interpreted as disconfirming 

Hypothesis V. Appendix F contains the raw data. 

It was hypothesized that the global synonymity ratings would not 

be sufficiently precise to differentiate real subjects from pseudo-

subjects. 

Hypothesis VI; The raean synon̂ nnity ratings of the actual subjects 

will not differ significantly frora those of the pseudosubjects 

even though there will be enough idiographic differences in the 

sketches to permit significant matching. 
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Each masterpeirson generated six pairwise synonymity scores. Since 

there were 18 masterpersons, there were a total of 54 synonymity scores 

for the 9 real subjects and 54 for the 9 pseudosubjects. Contrary to 

the prediction, the synonymity ratings of the real subjects were signi-

ficantly greater than the synonymity ratings of the pseudosubjects, 

_t (106) = 3.28, £ < .002. Although this result is clearly counter to 

the prediction, it is not possible to interpret it as showing that the 

synonymity values for the real subjects are greater than those for the 

pseudosubjects. 

Judge A rated both real subjects and pseudosubjects; Judge B rated 

only real subjects. When the synonymity ratings of Judge B were split 

according to the same masterperson numbers, it was found that his 

synonymity scores also differed significantly, but in the "opposite" 

direction. These findings are sumraarized in Table 5. The raw data 

is obtained from the "Synonymity Matching Forms" in Appendix D. 

TABLE 5 

MEAN SYNONYMITY RATINGS FOR REAL SUBJECTS AND PSEUDOSUBJECTS 

Judge Real Subjects^ SD Pseudosubjects^ SD̂  t^ 

A 3.43 1.75 2.39 1.50 3.28** 

B 2.31 1.25 3.00 2.11 2.59* 

^There were 54 real subjects and 54 pseudosubjects. 

"Only Judge A rated pseudosubjects. The pseudosubject scores for 

judge B consist of the synonymity ratings for real subjects whose 

masterperson numbers correspond to those of Judge A's pseudosubjects. 

A test for homogeneity of variance lead to rejecting the ̂ -test 

as an appropriate statistic for Judge B, ^^^ (2, 53) = 2.85, £< .01 

Even the non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test, however, yields a 

significant difference, z = 2.50, £ = .014. 
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Even if the synonymity ratings did not differ significantly and 

were not difficult to interpret, Hypothesis VI would not be confirmed. 

This is becuase the overall level of matching in the experiment was not 

significant. The success in matching for the therapists was analyzed 

by a method devised by Fisher (1938, pp. 104-106) and discussed by 

Jones and Fiske (1953, pp. 376-377). This method converts each of the 

£ values associated with the number of hits frora matching a set of six 

sketches into a chi square. The chi squares are then combined to form 

a cumulative probability for the 36 sets of matches. (The statistic 

for computing this cumulative probability is presented in Appendix E. 

The raw data are contained in Appendix F.) Although the statistic is 

the most appropriate one for this study and has been used in similar 

designs (e.g., Datel & Gengerelli, 1955), it is not ideal. As Mosteller 

and Bush (1954, pp. 325-328) point out, it errs on the conservative 

side. The combined probability level of the scores is at least as small 

as the level it yields, but is likely to be smaller. Furthermore, 

Wallis (1942) demonstrates that this conservatism is increased for a 

discrete function of the type used in this experiment. Using the 

statistic, the therapists do not achieve significance for their overall 

level of matching, x^ (72) = 88.19, .05 < p < .10. 

The last hypothesis investigates how useful the global synonymity 

ratings were in differentiating levels of success in matching. 

Hypothesis VII.a; The mean synonymity ratings of the double hits 

will be greater than that of the single hits, which in turn will 

be greater than that of the no hits. 

Hypothesis VII.b; The means of the double hit, single hit, 

and no hit groups will differ significantly. 

The first part was confirmed. There were 19 double hits, 30 single 

hits and 59 no hits. Their mean synonymity ratings were, respectively, 

3.55, 2.88, and 2.76 These mean scores were computed from the raw data 

in Appendix F and the "Synonymity Matching Forms" in Appendix D. 
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The second part of the hypothesis fell short of confirmation. 

After determining that variances of the groups were comparable, a one 

way ANOVA was chosen as the appropriate statistic. It was not 

significant, however, 7_ (2, 105) = 2.36, £ =* .10. 



CHAPTER IV 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The results of the previous chapter are discussed. The major 

failures are presented as consistent with other findings in the litera-

ture that fail to find a significant advantage for the professional 

clinician. Methodological shortcomings of the present work are dis-

cussed, however, The minor successes suggest areas of competence where 

clinicians may excel over laypersons, The results with global ratings 

suggest the need for idiographic descriptions in clinical work. Possi-

bilities for further research are suggested at appropriate parts of the 

discussion. The major conclusion drawn frora the negative findings of 

this study is that social behavioral prescriptions for clinical assess-

ment deserve serious consideration. 

4ajor Failures 

There are two major failures in the results. First, therapists 

could not make and match personality sketches better than controls. 

Second, cross source raatching (which bears importantly on the consis-

tency of personality) was no better than chance. 

As stated in the previous chapter, therapists had 68 hits while 

controls had only 52. It is not possible to suggest, however, that the 

difference between the two groups approaches significance. An examina-

tion of the distribution of hits contained in Table 6 shows that almost 

all the difference between the groups can be attributed to the poor 

performance of one control sketcher, i.e., Control 4. This person was 

not only unable to raatch his own sketches successfully (8 hits), but 

his portraits did not permit the other participants to match their own 

sketches with his (9 hits). When the mean score of the other controls 

is substituted for his (and the mean score of the other therapists is 

substituted for the score of their lowest person), the group scores 

become very close (i.e., therapists = 72, controls = 64.3). 

38 
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TABLE 6 

TOTAL NUMBER OF HITS PER SKETCHER PAIRS 

Match type* 1 2 1 

Sketcher 

3 1 4 2 

pairs 

3 2 4 3 4 

Therapists 

Same source 

Cross source 

5 

0 

5 

1 

6 

2 

3 4 4 

3 2 1 

4 

3 

4 

3 

2 

2 

2 

4 

3 

2 

1 

2 

Controls 

Same source 

Cross source 

7 

2 

7 

1 

2 

1 

7 3 2 

1 0 0 

2 

0 

3 

2 

2 

1 

2 

1 

1 

2 

3 

0 

^The number of same source and cross source matches available to 

each sketcher varied. Sketcher 1 of each group had 6 same source and 

3 cross source masterperson units to match. Each of the other parti-

cipants had 4 same source and 5 cross source masterperson units to 

match. 

This finding is consistent with similar comparisons in the litera-

ture between groups with different levels of professional training 

(i.e., Dana et al., 1970; Danet, 1965; Goldberg, 1959; Hiler & Nesvig, 

1965; Johnston & McNeal, 1967; Levy & Ulraan, 1967; Luft, 1950; Oskamp, 

1967; Schaeffer, 1964; Silverman, 1959; Stricker, 1967). None of these 

studies found an advantage for the higher level of professional training. 

Certain weaknesses in raethodology, however, prevent the negative 

results obtained here frora being conclusive. First, there were a small 

number of clinicians involved so individual differences raight have 

played an important role. They appear not to have, however, since the 

scores from all the sketchers from both groups were very consistent. 

Excluding the weak performance of Control 4, they ranged from 13 to 19 

hits. Second, it is not clear that the clinicians are representative of 

the t̂ rpical psychodynamic clinician, and their caliber may be doubted, 

They are certainly rauch less experienced than the group of therapists 

which the investigator initially hoped would participate. Two were 

graduate students; a third had not completed a year of post-doctoral 
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experience. The single clinician who was clearly a seasoned profes-

sional may have not been able to demonstrate his skill effectively 

working only with less experienced clincians. In addition, the psycho-

dynamic training and orientation of the present group is clearly dif-

ferent in kind from that which is commonly found on the East Coast. 

The present group did not have the eraphasis on depth etiological mate-

rial and some of the more classical diagnostic categories which usually 

characterize the dynamic clinician. Thus, it would be premature to 

generalize these findings to d̂ rnamic clinicians as a whole. 

Third, although the clinical task was intended to approximate a 

typical clinical assessment situation, it is clearly rauch raore deraanding 

of the clinician than raost clinical tasks. He is denied visual access 

to the patient, given an abbreviated auditory exposure, and prohibited 

from pursuing the lines which he might feel would be most revealing. 

The 10-15 rainute auditory exposure to the client without the opportunity 

to interact and explore salient remarks is clearly very different from 

the usual clinical enterprise. In this, the clinician can attend to 

non-verbal cues and often glean something of importance from the dis-

crepancy between the vocal presentation and the physical presence. 

Thus, the negative findings here are only compelling against a radically 

wholistic view of personality which attributes extraordinary skills to 

the clinician. 

Fourth, the subject population is both horaogeneous and norraal. 

Thus, the training received for detecting and describing psychopathology 

might not be helpful in describing these subjects very well. Addition-

ally, in his usual work, the clinician is called upon to discriminate 

much grosser differences in functioning than those found in the present 

group of subjects. The foregoing are serious considerations which 

prevent the negative results obtained here from being strongly damaging. 

The second major failure to find consistency in personality through 

cross source raatching is consonant with Mischel's (1968) position that 

clinicians cannot agree among themselves. It is also in line with his 

position that there is limited consistency in personality across time 

and circumstance. These are different accounts of the failnre, however, 

and they are confounded. As stated before, chance matching would 
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produce an expected score of 1 hit for each set of stx sketches. The 

therapists' average score for same source matching was 2.39 hits. This 

suggests that the therapists in the present study could not even de-

scribe identical personality slices very well. Thus, it would be 

unwarranted to claim that the consistency of personality issue had been 

adequately addressed. 

A likely interpretation of these negative results is that they 

form part of the literature on Barnum personality descriptions (i.e., 

descriptions that are trivially true or vague enough to apply to most 

people). This literature implies that such descriptions come to have 

subjective meaning for the people who use them, though they fail to 

convey any objective information (e.g., Dies, 1972; Snyder, 1974; Ulrich, 

Stachnik, & Stainton, 1963). The rather high mean accuracy-clarity 

ratings for the therapists (i.e., 3.97, with 4.00 being a "pretty good 

sketch") also suggests this explanation. 

It is not at all quite clear what actually guided sketchers when 

they made their portraits, but the results suggest some possibilities. 

As stated in the previous chapter, all the improvement from chance 

matching was due to same source matches. Furtherraore, although both 

same source and cross source matches were designated equally frequently" 

as confident, only the confident sarae source raatches were significantly 

different frora the base rate. Thus, it appears that while confidence 

was a good guide to accuracy among same source matches, it was a poor 

indicator among cross source matches. Furthermore, because sketchers 

were under no obligation to have any quota of confident matches, yet 

still labeled many cross source matches as confident, it appears that 

the sketchers themselves are not able to recognize when the feeling of 

confidence is appropriate, 

As the literature review suggested, feelings of confidence can 

arise without any objective support for them, but are likely to be medi-

ated by "implicit theories" which find themselves spuriously "confirmed" 

by the data. Numerous writers have held that all persons operate with 

various implicit theories of personality which guide their judgments 

(e.g., Cronbach, 1955; D'Andrade, 1965; Mischel, 1968, 1973d; Schneider, 

1973; Shweder, 1972, 1975). According to Shweder (1975, p. 479), these 
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theories serve to falsely reassure us that personality is "of a kind" 

on the basis of striking, but limited, similarities. 

If we now assume that sorae content insinuated itself into same 

source matching as a mild giveaway effect, this would account for the 

weak, but significant, same source matching. It would also account for 

the fact that confidence was an accurate guide to accuracy when same 

source matching was involved. The hidden content triggered both the 

matching and the sense of confidence. 

Since cross source sketches dealt with different contents, cross 

source matching would not be expected to be much better than chance if 

hidden content were a key factor for making identifications. It would 

be expected, however, that hidden content would still be present in 

sketches and play a role in cross source matching. It would not be 

expected to serve as an accurate guide to matching, however, but it 

would be expected to produce a sense of confidence when two descriptors 

sounded alike. This would explain the finding that cross source match-

ing was at a chance level, It would also explain the otherwise sur-

prising fact that cross source matches were designated confident even 

though this confidence bore no relation to the accuracy of matching. 

Although it is not adequate as evidence, an examination of the 

descriptions offered by sketchers yielded some anecdotal support for 

this interpretation. Successfully matched same source sketches which 

were designated confident seemed to embody hidden content. Thus, for 

example, one subject was a young black woman who aspired to political 

office and spoke of wanting to do soraething to help her people. She 

stated that she was interested in marriage and a family, but that these 

would interfere with her career ambitions and she would set them aside 

or delay them. Therapist 2 described her as "'high minded'. . .for her 

statements have the ring of high purpose" and stated that "She also has 

. . . a wish to devote herself to the service of others." Therapist 3 

stated that "She has a strong social conscience and a deeply rooted de-

sire to accomplish some good in the world while at the same time recog-

nizing. . • the necessary conflict between personal aspirations and the 

accomplishment of socially meaningful goals." 
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Similarly, confidently jnismatched cross source sketches seemed to 

have a few OTitstanding descriptors which were very similar in meaning. 

Thus, Therapists 2 and 3 both conf idently inismatched their sketches of 

the black woman with the same (cross source) sketch of Therapist 4. 

He described her in part; 

Her own strength probably feeds the attitude which she carries, 
which is optimistic, given devotion and hard work, e.g. "You can 
have anything you work hard enough for." She probably is quite 
tolerant and able to endure hardships and critical periods. She 
places things well in context and time perspective. 

Naturally, such anecdotal impressions need to be formalized and 

investigated further before much weight can be given to them. This 

suggests two areas for further development. First, a quantification of 

the degree that content is embodied in a personality description. 

Second, a quantification of the importance of outstanding similar de-

scriptors in causing two personality sketches to seem to be of the same 

person (cf. Anderson, 1965). Such work might investigate lines sug-

gested by others (e.g., Mischel, 1973d; Shweder, 1975) that the concept 

of "personality" might be studied as a tool of persons who apply it 

rather than as a description of persons to whom it is applied. 

An incidental finding of this study is relevant here. There were 

45 cross source misraatches designated as confident. Of these, only 15 

were mismatched in the same way by the other sketcher (e.g., when 

Therapist 1 confidently mismatched his Masterperson #10 with Master-

person û9 of Therapist 2, the odds were only 15/45 that Therapist 2 

would match his #9 to Therapist l's #10). Since half this niiraber of 

identical mismatches would be expected from chance alone, this strongly 

suggests that sketchers operated under the influence of strong, yet 

divergent implicit theories of personality. As Schneider (1973) 

indicated, these implicit theories require more detailed and sophisti-

cated study. 

Of course, the recognition that interpreted content may play a 

large role in personality description is an important concession to the 

social behavioral approach. If this is the case, then the "particular 

behaviors" that social behaviorism emphasizes become raore important in 

and of themselves, and should be viewed as dubious guides to inferences 
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about deeper and more enduring personality processes. A profitable 

line for further research would be to investigate which conditions 

facilitate making the "illusory" descriptions and which (if any) 

facilitate more valid ones about enduring personality. 

Minor Successes 

As stated previously, the accuracy-clarity ratings were signifi-

cantly and positively related to the frequency with which sketches were 

matched. In addition, matches designated as confident were more likely 

to be correctly matched than those not so designated. As noted before, 

this latter effect was due entirely to same source matches. Still, 

a clinical judgment was required and a competency deraonstrated. These 

findings are interpreted as supporting the utility of clinical judgment 

as an indication of when a subject is described accurately. 

The investigator had decided not to compare therapists and controls 

in the area of clinical judgment. This was done so their efforts could 

be combined in case the phenomena were not robust. The results, 

however, suggest that only the therapists' clinical confidence was 

trustworthy and that it was signif icantly more trustworthy than that 

of the controls. In neither Hypothesis III nor Hypothesis IV did the 

performance of the controls approach significance. A comparison of the 

hit rates of the confident matches of the two groups is almost signi-

ficant, however, x^ (D ^ 4.96, .05 < £ < .06. 

Another comparison was also made. First, the mean of the smaller 

of the accuracy-clarity ratings assigned to all the instances of mis-

matched pairs of sketches was computed for each group. Next, the means 

of the diff erences (expressed in z^ units) between these nximbers and the 

smaller of the accuracy-clarity ratings of the hits were compared for 

the groups. This is a-fair measure of how much different a group's hits 

were from its misses. The raw data for these calculations is contained 

in Appendix F. The results approached significance, t̂  (106) = 1.86, 

.05 < £ < .10. These findings suggest that the clinicians' judgment 

about the quality of their performance was more likely to be appro-

priate than that of the controls. 
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The literature review pointed out that there were three types of 

results possible when professionals were compared with laypersons. 

First, the task might be beyond either group; second, it might be done 

equally well by the groups; third, it might be done significantly dif-

ferently by the groups, There may be an interaction between the utility 

of clinical confidence and the types of results. In this experiraent, 

although the task was done equally well by both groups, only the clini-

cians' judgment about their performances were useful predictors of 

their performance. Further research might investigate the incremental 

utility of clinical judgment over that of the controls as a function of 

the clinicians' superiority to laypersons on a given task. Results 

cited previously (e.g,, Chandler, 1970; Chapman & Chapraan, 1967, 1969; 

Gardner, 1967; Lindzey, 1965) suggest this relationship is likely to be 

very complex, 

Utility of Global Ratings 

Accuracy-Clarity and Pathology Ratings 

The finding that accuracy-clarity ratings did not strongly corre-

late with the pathology ratings assigned by the other sketchers shows 

that some other criteria besides how maladjusted a person was served as 

a basis for satisfaction with one's sketches. The possibility was con-

sidered that the correlation was undermined by a preponderance of 

robustly healthy individuals (i.e., those with pathology ratings < 2) 

who were clearly and accurately sketched (i.e., who had high accuracy-

clarity ratings). This possibility was ruled out by inspection. There 

were only eight such cases among the therapists and four among the 

controls. These did have accuracy-clarity ratings which were .40 and 

.48 above their respective means, but these would not seem sufficient 

to offset a strong positive trend. Indeed, the small but significant 

negative correlation between accuracy-clarity and pathology ratings 

for the controls suggests that the English graduate students felt more 

capable of sketching persons who were less pathological. 
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Synonymity Ratings 

As noted previously, the finding of Hypothesis VI that the 

synonymity ratings for real subjects were significantly greater than 

for pseudosubjects cannot be taken at face value. The same division 

of masterpersons produced a significant, and "opposite," difference in 

synonymity ratings given by the judge who had only real subjects. 

These results are difficult to understand. 

Judge B rated only actual subjects. If his scores are taken as an 

estimate of the true scores for the masterpersons that only he rated, 

then the projected scores of Judge A (for masterpersons he never rated) 

would be extremely high (see "Synonymity Matching Forms," Appendix D). 

The possibility that Judge A's performance deteriorated rapidly was 

considered, but rejected. This possibility was suggested by his uni-

formly inflated assessment of masterperson 18. The overall interrater 

reliability for the two judges was .57. The interrater agreement for 

masterpersons 16, 17, and 18, however, was .66, above this mean reli-

ability of .57. These results are confusing then. The main point to 

be drawn, however, is that it was not possible to demonstrate the 

utility of idiographic descriptions for sorae clinical discriminations. 

Since overall matching was not significant and since the synonymity 

results are difficult to interpret, nothing definite can be inferred. 

The same corament holds for both parts of Hypothesis VII, Although 

the synonymity scores were in the predicted order (i.e., double hits > 

single hits > no hits), the group differences were not significant. 

Had they been, however, this would have been an instance where global 

ratings were superior to idiographic descriptions. Had there been a 

more efficient statistic available, matching on the basis of idio-

graphic descriptions might have been significant. In retrospect, it 

is not clear that much of consequence would have been decided either 

way. The difficulty lies in not having a specific goal in mind with 

respect to which the different results would have different implica-

tions. Simply asking whether sorae idiographic descriptions could be 

superior to sorae global ratings for some purposes is not sufficiently 

precise to hold important consequences. Future work should follow the 
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tradition of the idiographic/noraothetic controversy and ask which type 

of description is more useful for a given purpose (e.g., Allport, 1937, 

p. 353). 

Conclusions 

As already stated in this chapter, methodological shortcomings of 

this study prevent its largely negative findings from having compelling 

conclusions. Still, this study is another instance where psychodynamic 

clinicians felt they might be able to demonstrate a superiority to 

laypersons when in fact they could not demonstrate a superiority to 

chance (Dana et al., 1970; Goldberg, 1959; Schaeffer, 1964). This 

shows that the putative psychodynamic consistency in personality is not 

a robust phenomenon. It is not readily perceived nor conveyed in 

language, even when nondiagnostic nomenclature is freely permitted. 

This failure suggests the need to be more specific about the 

referents of a description that is offered as part of a clinical assess-

ment, as others have already proposed (e.g., Kelley, 1955; Mischel, 

1973d). Relatively global descriptions may not be adequate for purposes 

of discrimination. In fact, they raay be raisleading for several reasons. 

First, they raay be spurious generalizations from a limited sample (e.g., 

from observing an instance of anger to labeling someone a hostile 

person). Second, they may obscure the critical differences that exist 

among persons to whom the same label is affixed. Two persons labeled 

"timid" may differ with regard to the form, intensity, variability, 

persistence, and threshold of this attribute. Thus, the label raay 

create a semantic sense of sameness that distracts frora important 

differences (Mischel, 1973d; Ullman & Krasner, 1975). 

Another way of making this point is to say that many personality 

descriptors are very vague and imprecise terms. Furthermore, they are 

often defined operationally for a particular context. That is to say 

that they are used as part of an active process of perceiving and 

interacting rather than a dispassionate process of description. They 

are the best ways of summarizing in vivo a complex psychological pro-

cess that the observer has. Because these terras are often used 
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demonstratively to create a concensus (e.g., Wouldn't you agree to 

call this patient "passive," "tiraid," "obliging?"), it is easy to 

forget that these clinical impressions may diverge radically when 

clinicians are required to pursue their own thoughts privately instead 

of using the reactions of their colleagues to steer toward a concensus, 

This certainly was the case in the present experiment. 

Clinicians are probably confusing two factors. The first is the 

subjective sense of satisfaction they have in offering a description 

of a patient which applies univocally in their minds when they are 

thinking of a particular patient. The second is the likelihood that 

the same terms would be used by other clinicians to describe patients 

who are very different in important ways, and the likelihood that 

other clinicians would adopt other terms to describe the patient they 

have in mind. These latter two probabilities are greatly under-

estimated. When subjective satisfaction with a description is con-

flated with either its unique application or the probability that 

other clinicians would independently select the same descriptors, 

a false sense of confidence in the discriminative and descriptive 

power of clinical portraits results. 

It is the false sense of security in typical clinical descriptions 

that social behaviorists often attack. Except for the superiority of 

the clinicians' confidence, the social behaviorist would have predicted 

the results of this experiment just as they turned out. Of course, 

superior therapists might have performed better than the experimental 

group of this study. The failure of the present experiment, however, 

suggests thaton the practical level, the adraonitions and recoraraenda-

tions of the social behaviorist for clinical assessraent deserve to 

be taken very seriously. 



CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY 

This study investigated the utility of several traditional 

psychodynamic assumptions. These were that; 

1) Intuitively inferred personality portraits made by the 

psychodynamic clinician can be reliable, discriminating, non-trivial 

descriptions of the person sketched. 

2) Such sketches can be made better by trained clinicians than 

by comparably educated laypersons. 

3) The core personality inferred from observing a person under 

one context will be similar to the core personality inferred of him 

from observation in another context. 

4) The subjective confidence of the clinician bears a significant 

relationship to the quality of his performance. 

It was also investigated whether idiographic personality 

descriptions are raore helpful than broad global ones for raaking sorae 

clinical discriminations, 

A task was chosen to approximate a traditional clinical assessment, 

This task required four dynamically oriented therapists and four English 

graduate student controls to make and match personality sketches of 18 

normal and homogeneous subjects who were tape recorded under two dif-

ferent contextual demands, Sketchers rated how satisfied they were 

with their own sketches and designated the matches of which they were 

most confident. Provisions were also made to compare sketches by means 

of a global linear rating, 

It was hypothesized that: 

A) Therapists could match their sketches better than controls, 

B) Sketches made of subjects under different conditions could be 

successfully matched (i,e., that core personality was consistent across 

time and circumstance). 

Neither of these found any confirmation in the results. 
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It was also hypothesized that: 

C) Satisfaction with one's sketch would predict how frequently 

it would be matched. 

D) Matches designated confident would be more often correct than 

those not so designated, 

Both these hypotheses were confirmed, and almost all of the effect 

could be attributed to the performance of the therapists. It was also 

hypothesized that; 

E) Various global ratings of personality would be less effective 

than idiographic descriptions for some clinical discriminations. 

These results were mixed and unclear. 

The findings were generally interpreted as supporting a social 

behavioral approach to personality and assessment. Various methodo-

logical shortcomings which prevented the results from being conclusive, 

however, were presented. Some suggestions for future areas of 

investigation were also made. 
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Dear Participants: july 28, 1975 

I want to take this opportunity to express my gratitude for your 

participation in my doctoral dissertation research, Experiraent College 

Education. I was especially happy that for the second set of inter -

views, every single person carae for her interview and in addition, every-

one was on timell I spoke with several other people who have conducted 

similar research and discovered to my delight that this record is almost 

unheard of, so I was especially glad and grateful for it and for the 

smoothness with which it perraitted us to conduct the interviews. 

I also want to explain a feature of the research to you and tell 

you why it was necessary. The purpose of the work was not to compare 

college women with others, but to determine the constancy of personality 

under two different situations. Judges will compare how they assessed 

your peisonality under the two different interviews in order to determine 

how alike or unalike you behaved in both circumstances. This is being 

done in an effort to determine whether there are endurin^, deep, and 

basic personality features which therapists can spot and write about, 

and which will be present under most conditions. It is just such fea-

tures which permit us to talk about "the kind of person" someone is. I 

am sorry that a deception was necessary (many, but not all experiments 

involve it) , but if we had told you the purpose, this might very well 

have made you conscious of how you were behaving and made you concerned 

about presenting a consistent appearance. I felt it was better to use 

the cover we did so that we could administer the TAT and spend some time 

talking with you about yourself. I want to thank many of you for your 

frankness and honesty and your willingness to participate under the 

conditions we arranged. 

I also want to let you know that your availability for projects 

like my own raeans a lot to me and the other people doing sirailar work. 

Research is hard to design, tougher to execute, and almost impossible 

when subjects are reluctant or unwilling to volunteer their cooperation. 

I want to assure you that your effort was appreciated on the personal 

level even though I am not able to acknowledge it more intimately than 

by this (form) letter. Thanks, 

Mike Green 
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I; Relations with family. 

II; Relations with raembers of opposite sex. Do you have a boyfriend? 

husband? date a lot? 

III; Attitudes about school, career aspirations. What would you like 

to end up as? What would you be afraid of ending up as? 

IV: Feelings of inadequacy. How do you feel about your personal 

future? What would you most like to change about yourself if you 

possibly could? Why? 

V: Religion. Churchgoing? Devout? What part does religion play 

in your life? 
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General nforraation and Overview 

Our main purpose is to determine whether professional therapists 

can make reliable personality sketches which may be matched with the 

sketches that other therapists make of the same persons. We want to 

know whether their professional training makes a significant contribu-

tion to their sketching ability, so their performance will be compared 

with a comparably educated and fluent control group of English graduate 

students. 

It is also important to know whether the brief exposure (data 

slice) available to the sketcher is representative of the person being 

sketched—would this same person present the same picture under a dif-

ferent situation? Therefore, each subject in the experiment is tape 

recorded under two conditions; an abridged TAT and a typical exploratory 

interview. Although the TAT is a traditional clinical test, it has been 

used here only to provide a stmctured context sufficiently different 

from the interview to make it meaningful to ask whether the person is 

"the same" in these divergent situations. Participating sketchers 

should not feel constrained to give the usual TAT interpretations, but 

may feel free to view the test as simply providing you with an oppor-

tunity to listen to them for a short period of time and form some im-

pression of their personalities. Naturally, a crucial test is this. 

Even if we can raanage to have our TAT sketches find other TAT sketches 

of a given person, or can have interview based sketches find their own 

ilk, can we have our TAT based sketches find interview based sketches 

and vice versa? This is a tougher and more exacting task. What is at 

issue is the appropriateness of speaking of enduring personality types 

which are consistent across situations, It is analogous in a rough 

way to our having an impression of Jane countermanded by an interlocutor 

who knows Jane in a different context and says, "Well, she may seem 

that way to you because you only see her thus and such, but you should 

see her when she such and thuses." Can we find soraething essential and 

unique about Jane that picks her out in both cases? 
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Each sketcher will listen to 18 tapes in all, sorae of which will 

be TATs, sorae excerpts from clinical interviews. Design considerations 

require one sketcher in each group to make his sketches from clinical 

interviews entirely. Matching will be done in units of six sketches 

to prevent overtaxing our limited huraan capacity to store and keep 

fresh before our minds 18 different character sketches. Thus, when 

you raatch your six (TAT based) sketches, they will be either to six 

other TAT based sketches or six interview based sketches. Each set of 

six matches will be either a same source or a cross source one. My 

hope is that we do well on these cross source matches and give some 

evidence for a personality style which endures across situations. 

Preparing the Sketches 

Everyone is free to sketch in the fashion which best suits him or 

her. A possibly convenient way to proceed, however, is to make notes 

while listening to the tape, get a picture of the person, and type it 

iramediately after your listening. Any temptation to linger will prob-

ably cause the impression you have of the person to disappear and not 

be much revived by your notes. I tried a few samples myself and found 

this to be the case. 

Please type your sketches single spaced and make them no longer 

than a page. Your typing may be as slovenly as it turns out provided 

only that it is intelligibly slovenly and both dark and clear to permit 

decent reproduction. 

Mechanics of Making, Coding, and Exchanging Sketches 

Each cassette tape segment is numbered (e.g., TAT 12, EI 5) and 

corresponds to a masterperson number. Each sketcher is given a separate 

randomly drawn code for each of the masterperson numbers. These num-

bers are indicated on the tape cassettes. Each side has three inter-

views; each cassette contains a set of six masterpersons to be raatched. 

When you type your sketches, please have your identity (e.g., 

Therapist 2 = T2; Control 4 = C4) in the upper left hand corner 

followed by the code number of the person. Thus, suppose you were 
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Control 4 listening to masterperson 17, for which your code number is 

3. You would have C4/3 for the index. 

When you have completed a set of six masterpersons, mail or bring 

them to Professor Charles Mahone, Department of Psychology, Texas Tech 

University. A censor will screen thera for giveaway cues. When he has 

a coraplete set of sketches frora a masterperson unit (i.e. Masterpersons 

1-6, 7-12, 13-18) he will duplicate them and convey them to you for 

matching. 

Accuracy-Clarity Ratings 

It is only natural that you will feel better about some of the 

sketches you make than about others, One of the things we hope to 

determine is whether your confidence in your sketch is related to the 

frequency with which other sketchers are able to identify and match it 

to their own. To this end, would you please rate each of your sketches 

on a 1-6 scale for accuracy-clarity. This should express how well you 

feel you got the hang of the person and how well you managed to express 

this in your sketch, A sheet is enclosed for this purpose. Please 

use the following scale as a guideline; 

6) Perfectly satisfied. Really got the person and expressed her 

character clearly. 

5) Did very well, A few things slipped by but feel I have given 

a clear picture of her. 

4) Pretty good sketch. Weak at points, but gives the feel of 

the person while perhaps not expressing it so well as I would like. 

3) Managed to say some things that seem right, but unhappy with 

what they convey. It is easily misinterpreted. 

2) Spotty sketch. Even when right it needs some clarification. 

Descriptions too peculiar or bland all in all to convey the personality 

with much integrity. 

1) Not much said. Nothing unique or essential. Forced myself to 

say some things but was not satisfied that these were anything but 

trivialities even if so. Too guessy and attenuated, 
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Rules for the Personality Sketches 

1) We cannot refer directly to the content of what is discussed. 

Thus, if a woman says she hates her mother and father, we cannot say 

that she hates her parents because this would give it away. We may, 

however, want to say something about her personality generally, or 

even about the particular way she expresses her feelings. Thus, if 

we thought it was right, we could describe her as "belligerently 

aggressive" or as "rebellious." It would be perfectly appropriate to 

say that she seemed proud of her angry feelings, or that she was trying 

to impress the interviewer with how independent she was, depending on 

whether we felt either of these fit. 

The main reason for excluding a possible description is that it 

might raake identification too easy for the wrong reason. Someone should 

not be atJle to read your description and say, "Well, the subject must 

have said soraething about this topic, so it must be . . ." It is all-

right, however, to say things which imply what sorts of feelings must 

have been expressed, e.g., anger, pride, rebelliousness. 

It is important to use descriptive terms which you feel best cap-

ture what is unique and essential about the person you are describing. 

It will not help to use words like "nice" or "well-mannered" unless they 

happen to be very distinctive of the person (e.g., She seems to make a 

special ef f ort to appear nice and well-mannered) , We also want to be 

careful not to generalize too much in the description. For example, 

if the person interviewed shows angry feelings towards her mother and 

father, it would not be wise to say she is angry or hostile in general 

unless there were some further reason for thinking this. In a similar 

vein, if the person shows a complete lack of imagination in making up 

TAT stories, we should still be wary of calling her "unimaginative" 

unless we felt she was giving it a real go and not simply unmotivated 

for the task. The reason, of course, is that we will have to be raatch-

ing to descriptions made from how she behaves on another occasion. If 

our descriptions only capture how she is on a particular occasion, or 

with respect to a particular task or topic, it will be much harder to 

match to how she is described on the other occasion. 
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2) We are not allowed to describe the sound of the person's 

voice, or the manner of their speech except indirectly, as a person-

ality description. Thus, we cannot say that soraeone sounded shrill, 

grating, or even annoying, but it would be allright to say that they 

seemed like a harpy or a nag. If someone's speech were very slow and 

halting, we could not say this, but might want to say (if it fit) that 

they spoke very cautiously and seemed alert to how the interviewer was 

responding to them. Instead of describing a DJ's voice as exquisitely 

polished, we could say, for instance, that he seems to love the sound 

of his own voice. Of, if there were enough other information to make 

it clear he was awfully conceited, we might want to say that he was 

the sort of fellow who could listen to himself talk all day long with-

out ever getting bored. Better yet: avoid reference to distinctive 

voice, e.g., "a guy who could look at himself in the mirror all day 

with rapture." 

3) We are free to describe the process of what goes on, provided 

there is not any giveaway content. For example, if the person has to 

strain to answer some of the questions, seems offended and surprised 

that she is being asked to answer such questions, but tries bravely to 

do so without any complaints, you may say all this. (But not that she 

seemed offended by questions about her sex life,) The following would 

be an acceptable description. 

This woman is in a fairly constant state of intimidation, feel-
ing as though in the presence of her betters. This central self-
concept takes many forms and is disguised from herself in just as 
many forms. She is quick to apologize for herself when she does 
not understand the interviewer and avoids disagreement by saying 
that she does not express herself well. Any statement of hers 
which might appear bold or challenging has this possible inter-
pretation diluted by an outbreak of embarassraent, or by a diminish-
ing vitality which makes the assertion seem to evaporate (but not; 
"by a voice which loses its force and trails off"—even though 
this is just what you observe). 

She cushions or qualifies almost every definitive statement she 
makes, especially those critical of others. She is in fact highly 
critical of others, but when this is drawn to her attention, she 
reacts as though the critical remark had been made by the inter-
viewer or else qualifies it to take the sting out of it. She reacts 
to the interviewer's request for her opinion as though to imply, 
"Who ara I? My opinion is not worth anything on these raatters." 
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How to Match 

Table A gives the masterperson units (i.e., Masterpersons 1-6, 

7-12, 13-18) and lists the codes of each of the sketchers which corre-

spond to these units. The codes are in numerical order so they carry 

no information. Enclosed are "Final Matching Forms" on which to record 

you matches. I regret to say that the design does not permit more 

immediate feedback (say, after each unit), but doing it that way would 

introduce unwanted motivational differences among sketchers. 

TABLE A 

SKETCHER CODES FOR MASTERPERSON UNITS 

Masterperson unit 

1-6 

7-12 

13-18 

Cl/Tl 
Code # 

2 

5 

7 

10 

12 

16 

1 

6 

9 

11 

14 

18 

3 

4 

8 

13 

15 

17 

C2/T2 
Code // 

3 

4 

5 

8 

15 

17 

2 

7 

9 

11 

13 

14 

1 

6 

10 

12 

16 

18 

C3/T3 
Code # 

4 

7 

10 

11 

14 

18 

3 

8 

12 

13 

15 

17 

1 

2 

5 

6 

9 

16 

C4/T4 
Code // 

4 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

1 

2 

3 

8 

10 

12 

5 

6 

7 

9 

11 

13 
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FINAL MATCHING FORM 

Masterperson 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

Your 
Code// 

Cl/Tl 
Code // 

• 

C2/T2 
Code // 

C3/T3 
Code // : 

• 

• 

j 

• 

' 

j 

C4/T4 
Code // 

• 
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Pathology Ratings 

We need to know how pathological (neurotic) each of the sketches 

of the other people in your group seeras to you. One of our hypotheses 

is that the degree of pathology is related to the identifiability of 

the person being sketched. Would you please use the following scale 

and rate each of the other sketchers' sketches with it? 

6) Severely neurotic: Her life is radically impaired by her 

emotional difficulties. She suffers from them deeply and continuously. 

5) Markedly neurotic: Has clear-cut and persistent emotional 

difficulties which prevent her from exercising and enjoying her 

capacities. 

4) Mildly neurotic: Has emotional conflicts which get in her 

way with some regularity, but she has ways of managing these issues so 

they do not greatly impede her. 

3) "Normal" neurotic; Periodic emotional conflicts of neurotic 

origin, but they are transient and subject to her rational assessment 

and control. She has effective means of dealing with them when they 

arise. 

2) Adjusted personality: Nothing distinctively out of whack, 

Seems to be without much, if any, intemal conflict. 

1) Robustly healthy; Seems not only lacking in internal conflict, 

but is positively and powerfully integrated to achieve her goals so as 

to be relatively free from or immune to emotional conflict, 

Indicate your rating on the enclosed Table A alongside the 

appropriate code. When you read a sketch, simply find the sketcher 

and his code and mark down your rating alongside it on the table. 

Confidence in Matching 

One of the hypotheses we are very much interested in is whether 

the clinician's confidence in his judgmental ability is related to the 

accuracy of his performance. What we would like you to do here is to 

select those of your matches of which you are almost certain. Pick 

the ones where you feel there is almost no doubt that you have matched 

correctly and indicate these by an asterick alongside your recording 
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of the other sketcher's code number on the Final Matching Form. Thus, 

if you are sure that your masterperson //5 corresponds to his code //17, 

write the "17" in the appropriate coluran and raark it accordingly, 

i.e., "17*." 

You may feel free to pick as many or as few "sure hits" as you 

like. Keep in mind, however, that our way of testing this hypothesis 

is to compare your score on those matches you specify as being certain 

with those you do not specify. Thus, you want to pick only those in 

which you have a relative degree of confidence. 



APPENDIX D 

SYNONYMITY RATINGS MATERIAL 

1. Instructions to the Synonymity Judges 

2. Synonymity Rating Scale 

3. Synonymity Matching Forms 
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Instructions to the Synonymity Judges 

If you want to understand the details of this study in some depth, 

you will find a set of the written instructions given to the personality 

sketchers. As you know, the experiment has as its major focus the com-

parison of a group of therapists with a control group of English grad-

uate students in terms of their ability to sketch and match the person-

alities of a subject population of undergraduate women. When a pair of 

sketchers match their sketches, three results are possible for each of 

the subjects they have sketched. They may both identify the sketch of 

that subject from among the other's sketches, only one may do so, or 

neither may do so. One potential difficulty with this and raost raatch-

ing experiments is that "giveaway" cues may facilitate matching without 

being the feature which we want the therapists to discern and convey. 

Thus, sketches of a given subject might be matched because they both 

mention that she loves birdwatching and not because her personality is 

of such and such a type. One check which we have on this effect is to 

determine how similar or "synonymous" the personality sketches are with 

each other in terms of the character or personality described. Sketches 

which were double hits should have a greater mean synonymity rating 

than single hits, which in turn should be greater than no hits. 

Another reason why the synonymity ratings are important is this. 

Most experiments which seek to determine how well raatches can be raade 

use correlational methods for their statistic. It is my contention 

that this is a very weak test, biased againstthe skill of the matchers. 

To help show this, I chose a matching design which permits the use 

of an exact probability statistic, Your ratings will allow me to com-

pute a level of significance via both the correlational and the exact 

probability statistics so that we may see how much power is often 

sacrificed by the usual approach. 

Because of the time required to do a pairwise comparison of the 

sketches, you will be asked to compare only the sketches of the thera-

pists, You will be given 18 groups of 4 sketches each, Each gronp of 

sketches permits six pairwise comparisons (i.e., 1-2, 1-3, 1-4, 2-3, 

2-4, and 3-4). In all, there will be 108 such comparisons and my 

estimate of the time required is from 5-7 hours total. I would not 
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be surprised, however, if it were possible to do it in much less tirae 

since, for example, sketches need not be reread for each match, 

Research has shown that the reliability of two judges working 

from the same scale is greatly enhanced if they first do a sample of 

their work and discuss the differences between themselves. So before 

you two go at the actual sketches that the therapists have submitted, 

it is important to warm up with some practice cases, compare your 

ratings,then discuss the discrepancies and reach a concensus. Once 

you start the actual judging process, it will no longer be possible to 

confer about these matters. The censor will provide you with sketches 

from the control group on which to practice. 

The biggest difficulty you will face is to determine how to judge 

the "synonymity" when the sketches are made from different sources, A 

sketcher might say that the woman was prone to argue a lot with the 

interviewer, but such a description would not be possible in the TAT 

situation because it is not a dialogue. What you will need to do is 

decide whether the TAT based sketch is "compleraentary" in such cases. 

The broad criterion here is the likelihood of this being the sarae 

person. Thus, a TAT sketch which described a person as quite meek and 

timid would get a low synonymity rating (vis-a-vis the argumentative 

lady), while one that described her as aggressively hostile (inferred 

from her responses to the cards) would get a higher rating. 

Perfect agreement is not the standard by which you should assess 

your agreement. This sort of concensus is never achieved. But you 

should be within one unit of each other on most cases, two units for 

a substantial minority, and rarely three or more units away, The 

scale you will use follows. 
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Synonyraity Rating Scale 

6) Identical: perhaps minor differences in wording, but there 

is no question but that the two sketches describe the sarae person. 

5) Markedly similar: slight variations in emphasis upon dominant 

personality features, but these would normally be considered unim-

portant and are not enough to arouse much doubt. 

4) Similar: same general character but there are definite 

differences implied or stated regarding significant characteristics. 

3) Different: the sketches seera to be of different, though 

adjacent categories, Broadly akin to one another, though they would 

require sorae resolution of the discrepancies. 

2) Markedly different; very rarely would one expect to see two 

such sketches of the same person. Both cannot be accepted. 

1) Utterly different; improbable that two competent sketchers 

could arrive at such opposite conclusions. 
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SYNONYMITY MATCHING FORM 

JUDGE A 

Master^ 
person^ 

1 

2* 

3* 

4* 

5 

6 

7 

8* 

9 

10* 

11* 

12 

13 

14 

T1/T2 

4s 

3s 

3 

4 

Is 

4d 

2d 

1 

3d 

1 

5s 

1 

5 

3 

T1/T3 

5d 

2s 

6 

2 

Is 

Id 

^s 

Id 

Is 

5s 

3 

3 

2s 

1 

T1/T4 

1 

Is 

Is 

3s 

2 

1 

6 

5s 

4 

1 

2d 

Is 

2s 

4d 

T2/T3 

6d 

6 

5 

6d 

Id 

h 

Id 

4 

1 

2 

3 

5 

1 

1 

T2/T4 

2s 

2 

h 
2 

2 

Id 

Is 

5s 

3 

6d 

4 

4 

2 

5 

T3/T4 

1 

3 

2 

2 

1 

1 

^d 

4 

2s 

1 

5s 

3 

4 

1 

15 2s 3 3 2d 

16* 2 2 5 2s 

-s 

5s 

18* 5 6d 6g 6 6 6 
s 

Note. Only Judge A had pseudosubjects to rate, Scores followed 

by a "d" indicate double hits; scores-followed by "s" are single hits. 

^AsterickG "*" denote the real subjects. 
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14 

15 

16* 

17* 

SYNONYMITY MATCHING FORM 

JUDGE B 

Master-
person^ 

1 

2* 

3* 

4* 

5 

6 

7 

8* 

9 

10* 

11* 

12 

13 

T1/T2 

5 

2 

2 

4 

3 

1 

5 

2 

4 

1 

2 

3 

1 

T1/T3 

5 

2 

5 

2 

4 

1 

3 

2 

3 

1 

1 

6 

1 

T1/T4 

3 

1 

1 

3 

3 

3 

5 

3 

3 

1 

1 

2 

2 

T2/T3 

5 

5 

2 

5 

3 

6 

3 

3 

1 

2 

1 

2 

4 

T2/T4 

3 

2 

1 

3 

2 

5 

6 

2 

3 

2 

2 

2 

3 

T3/T4 

4 

3 

1 

4 

2 

5 

3 

2 

4 

2 

1 

2 

4 

18* 

Note. Judge B rated only real subjects. The divison of scores 

into real subjects and pseudosubjects used for B's scores reflects 

the division raade in Judge A's subjects. 

^Astericks "*" denote the real subjects of Judge A, 



APPENDIX E 

STATISTICS FOR HYPOTHESES II.B AND VI 

1. Does Cross Source Matching Exceed Chance? 

2. Does Overall Matching Exceed Chance? 
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Does Cross Source Matching Exceed Chance? 

Parzen (1967, p. 77) gives a formula for determining how likely it 

is that m matches occur by chance when M numbered balls are put in M 

numbered vases: P = 1/mI ( 1 - 1 + 1/21 - 1/3 î. , ,± 1/(M - m)I ). 

Fisher (1938, pp, 104-106) offers a method for combining the probability 

levels of any number of independent tests of the same hypothesis, If 

P represents a probability level and there are N experiraents, then the 

cumulative probability level is determined by a chi-square statistic 
o i=N 

with 2N degrees of freedom; x -.^ -2 log^ P^, 

The data needed tp compute a cumulative probability for the cross 

source raatching obtained in this experiraent are found in Table B. 

TABLE B 

FACTS FOR CUMULATIVE PROBABILITY 

Number of 
matches 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Frequency 

.3681 

.3667 

.1875 

.0556 

.0208 . 

.0000 

.0014 

Cumulative 
frequency 

1.0000 

.6319 

.2653 

.0778 

.0222 

.0014 

,0014 

logg cximulative 
frequency 

.0000 

+0.4589 

-1.3270 

-2.5536 

-3.8077 

-6.5785 

-6.5785 

The therapists had 18 units of cross source matching. Chance 

alone would predict 18 matches; in fact, 25 were obtained. Using Table 

1 and the therapists' raw data in Appendix F, it is simple to determine 

the distribution of hits among these 18 units of matching. There were 

4 instances of 0 hits, 3 instances of 1 hit, 10 instances of 2 hits, 

and 1 instance of 4 hits, Using Fisher's formula and the material of 
2 

Table B yields a nonsignificant cumulative probability, x (36) = 31,40, 

o 2 .75, 
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Does Overall Matching Bxceed Chance? 

As a group, the therapists had 36 units to match. Chance alone 

would be expected to produce 36 hits. In fact, 68 hits were obtained. 

Appendix F reveals that these hits were distributed among 4 instances 

of 0 raatches, 6 instances of 1 raatch, 19 instances of 2 matches, 4 

instances of 3 matches^and 3 instances of 4 matches. Applying Fisher's 

formula with the help of Table B yields results which fall short of 

significance, x (72) =88.19, .05 < £ < ,10. 



APPENDIX F 

RAW DATA OF THE PERSONALITY SKETCHERS 
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THERAPIST 1 

MP^ 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

AC^ 

2 

4 

5 

3 

5 

3 

5 

4 

5 

6 

3 

5 

4 

5 

4 

3 

2 

PR^ 

5 

4,7 

3 

4.7 

3,7 

3,7 

3,3 

3,7 

2.3 

3.7 

4.3 

3.7 

3.7 

3.3 

4 

3 

2.7 

T2 

3+ 

2 

5 

6 

1 

4+ 

6+ 

2 

5+ 

5 

4+ 

2 

5 

1 

4 

3 

2 

AC Ratings^ 

T3 

*4+ 

*3+ 

*6 

*5 

*6+ 

*4+ 

3 

2+ 

*4+ 

*4 

*5 

*2 

5+ 

2 

6 

5 

5 

T4 

5 

3+ 

6 

2+ 

2 

3 

4 

4 

5 

5 

4+ 

3+ 

5 

6+ 

6 

4 

3 

18 5 2.7 2 5+ 5+ 

^MP stands for "masterperson," 

^AC stands for the accuracy-clarity rating of the title sketcher. 

^PR stands for the means of the pathology ratings assigned by other 

sketchers to the portraits made by the title sketcher. 

*̂ An AC rating preceeded by an "*" means that the titled sketcher 

designated the match as confident. A "+" raeans that the titled 

sketcher made a hit; all others are misses, 

The above abbreviations and signs are continued for all the raw 

data, with both therapists and controls. 
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THER^IST 2 

AC Ratings 

MP AC PR Tl T3 T4 

3.5 4+ 

3,8 2 *4+ 5+ 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

5 

6 

1 

4 

6 

2 

5 

5 

4 

2 

5 

1 

4 

3 

2 

2 

2.3 

2.7 

3.3 

2.7 

3.7 

2.3 

2 

2.7 

2 

3.7 

2.7 

2.3 

5.3 

3.7 

3,3 

1.3 

5 

3 

*5+ 

3+ 

*5+ 

4 

*5+ 

6 

3 

5 

4 

*5 

4+ 

3 

*2 

2 

*6 

*5+ 

*6+ 

*4+ 

*3+ 

*2 

4 

*4 

5 

2 

5 

2 

6+ 

5 

5+ 

5 

*6 

*2 

2 

3+ 

*4+ 

*4 

*5 

*5+ 

4 

3 

5 

6 

6 

4 

*3 

*5 
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THERAPIST 3 

MP 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

AC 

4 

3 

6 

5 

6 

4 

3 

2 

4 

4 

5 

2 

5 

2 

6 

5 

5 

5 

PR 

4 

4 

3,7 

1 

3.3 

1,7 

3 

2.3 

2 

2.7 

3 

2.3 

3 

3 

4.7 

1.3 

4.7 

3 

Tl 

*2+ 

4 

5 

3 

5 

*3+ 

5+ 

4+ 

5 

6+ 

3 

5 

4 

5 

4 

3 

2 

5+ 

AC Ratings 

T2 

*3+ 

*2 

5 

*6+ 

1+ 

4+ 

6+ 

2 

5 

5 

4 

2 

5 

*1 

*4+ 

*3+ 

2 

2 

T4 

5 

3 

6 

*2 

2 

3 

4+ 

4 

5 

5 

4+ 

3 

5 

6 

*6+ 

*4 

3+ 

5+ 
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THERAPIST 4 

3,7 *2 

AC Ratings 

MP AC PR Tl T2 T3 

*4 *2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

6 

2 

2 

3 

4 

4 

5 

5 

4 

3 

5 

6 

6 

4 

3 

5 

1 

2.7 

3,3 

2.3 

4.3 

1.3 

2.3 

1.7 

1.7 

3.3 

2 

3 

5 

3 

4.3 

2 

5+ 

3 

5 

3 

5 

4+ 

5 

6 

3+ 

5 

4+ 

*5+ 

4 

3 

2 

*5 

*5+ 

6 

1 

4+ 

6 

*2+ 

5 

5+ 

4 

2 

*5 

1 

*4+ 

3 

2+ 

*2 

*6 

*5 

6 

*4 

*3+ 

2 

4+ 

*4 

5 

2 

5 

2 

*6+ 

5 

5 

*5 
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CONTROL 1 

MP 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

AC 

2 

3 

4 

3 

4 

4 

4 

3 

3 

2 

3 

2 

3 

4 

PR 

4,7 

3,3 

4,7 

3 

1,3 

4,3 

3,7 

1,3 

2 

3,3 

5.3 

4,3 

3.7 

4,7 

C2 

5+ 

2+ 

4 

*5+ 

3 

4+ 

4+ 

4 

2 

3+ 

*5 

2+ 

3 

4+ 

AC Ratings 

C3 

6 

5 

*6+ 

*6+ 

5 

4 

4 

6 

3 

6 

3 

4+ 

3 

6 

C4 

2 

*4 

5 

*2 

5 

4 

4 

5,5 

4+ 

5+ 

2 

4 

4 

*5 

j^5 2 4̂ _7 3 6 4__ 

_16 2 3 J 3 3 4__ 

j 7 2 4 5 4 3+^ 

18 2 2 , 3 2+ *5 5 
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CONTROL 2 

AC Ratings 

MP 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

AC 

5 

2 

4 

5 

3 

4 

4 

4 

2 

3 

5 

2 

3 

4 

3 

3 

5 

2 

PR 

3 

3,3 

4 

2 

3,7 

4 

5 

3,3 

4.3 

4.7 

2.7 

4,7 

3,7 

5,7 

5 

4 

2.3 

2.3 

Cl 

*2+ 

3+ 

4+ 

*3 

4 

*4+ 

*4 

3 

3+ 

2+ 

*3 

2+ 

3 

4 

2+ 

2 

*2 

2 

C3 

6+ 

5 

6 

*6+ 

5 

4 

4 

*6 
*3 

6 

*3 

4 

*3 

6 

6 

*3 

*4 

5 

C4 

2 

4 

5 

*2 

5 

4 

*4+ 

5,5 

4 

5 

*2 

4+ 

4 

5+ 

*4 

4 

*3 

5 
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CONTROL 3 

4.3 *3+ 

AC Ratings 

MP AC PR Cl C2 C4 

4,3 *2+ 5+ 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

6 

6 

5 

4 

4 

6 

3 

6 

3 

4 

3 

6 

6 

3 

4 

5 

3 

2 

4,3 

3.3 

4.3 

3 

4,3 

1.7 

2,7 

3,7 

4.3 

2 

2 

4.7 

3.7 

3,3 

*4+ 

3+ 

*4+ 

*4+ 

*4+ 

3 

3 

*2 

*3 

2 

*3 

4 

2+ 

2 

*2 

2 

4 

*5+ 

3+ 

4 

*4 

4+ 

2 

3 

5 

2 
*3 

4 

*3 

3 

5 

2+ 

5 

2 

5+ 

4+ 

4 

5.5 

4 

5 

2 

4 

*4 

*5 

4 

*4 

3+ 

5 



90 

CONTROL 4 

MP 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

AC 

2 

4 

5 

2 

5 

4 

4 

5.5 

4 

5 
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4 

4 

PR 

4,3 

3.7 

2 

3.7 

3.7 

3,7 

4.7 

2 

3.7 

5 

2.7 

2.7 

3.7 

Cl 

2 

3 

*4 

3 

*4 

4 

*4 

3 

3 

*2 

3 

*2 

*3 

AC Ratings 

C2 

5 

2 

4 

5 

3+ 

4 

4+ 

4 

2 

3 

5 

2 

3 

C3 

6 

5 

*6 

6 

*5 

4 

4 

6 

3 

6 

3 

4 

3+ 

_14 5 ^ 4 4+ * 6 _ 

^5 4 3^7 2+ 3 6__ 

JL6 4 1_̂7 2 3 3__ 

_17 3 5 2+ *5 4+^ 

18 5 2.7 2 *2 *5+ 






